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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
AND 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
1. Introduction 
This study is an attempt to determine if it is possible 
to construct a series of self-directing, self-scoring 
exercises, which will develop skill in elaborative think-
ing, and to ascertain if there is any improvement in this 
skill in the pupils who take part in elaborative thinking 
exercises. 
The major purposes of this experiment.-- The major 
purposes of this experiment in elaborative thinking are: 
1. To develop self-directing exercises which may in-
crease the flow of ideas in reading and writing. 
2. To determine if self-scoring is possible with the 
variable response. 
3. To determine if the use of these exercises does 
result in a gain in the number of responses to 
elaborative thinking questions. 
4. To determine if more responses occur to children in 
the first three minutes of thinking, the next two 
- 1 -
minutes, or the last two minutes of a seven minute 
period. 
5. To analyze, evaluate, and tabulate the frequency of 
responses so that a set of 30 self-directing vari-
able response cards may be constructed for team 
learning in the skill of elaborative thinking. 
Definition of terms.-- For the purpose of this study 
elaborative thinking will mean that type of mental activity 
which requires the reader to go beyond the ideas on the 
printed page and, by a spontaneous flow of his own thoughts 
and 1deae, give many solutions to a problem related to the 
eeleot1on read. 
2 . The Research 
2 
Definition of elaborative thinkins.-- Authors differ 
somewhat in their definitions of elaborative thinking. Per-
haps the statement which reveals most specifically what 
ll 
elaborative thinking entails is that in which Durrell 
states that it consists of such abilities as} 
" •••• making comparisons or applications, seeing relation-
ships between reading and other experiences, asking per-
tinent questions, adding illustrative incidents, discover-
ing topics for further study, suggesting classroom or 
personal activities related to reading, or other evidences 
of pertinent association with the material used. 11 
YDonald D. Durrell, "The Development of Comprehension and 
Interpretation," Readins in the Elementary School, The Forty-
eighth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of 
Education, Part III, p. 202. 
3 
Elaborative thinking is limited to problem solving, by 
11 Kingsley: "We have elaborative thinking only when there is 
a real problem and when the solution to it is worked out by 
the use of signs, symbols, or clues." 
£1 Aymes looks at elabQrative thinking as a formation of 
ideas when he says: "Elaborative thinking is a variety of ap-
propriate and related thoughts, fluently and creatively ex-
pressed, using clear and colorfully detailed ideas." 
The term associational reading can be considered compar-
able to that of elaborative thinking. In referring to 
21 
associational reading, Chambers explains that although 
there are many definitions of this term, all writers agree 
that " •••• it is an ability which necessitates the use of 
previous experiences and the application of these experiences 
to some present problem or situation." 
1/Howard L. Kingsley, The Nature and Conditions of Learnins, 
Prentice-Hall , Inc., New York, 1948, p. 371. 
g/Alan Aymes, et al., An Evaluation of a Series of Sixth 
Grade Compositions to Determine Growth in Orisinality, 
Elaborative Thinkins. and Vocabulary, Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1960. 
p. 19. 
2/John Richard Chambers, Jr., The Relationships amons 
Measurable Mental Tasks Related to Readin5, Unpublished 
Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University School of Education, 
Boston, 1956, p. 21 . 
4 
1) 
Chambers continues that the "two aspects of the ability 
which have received greatest amount of attentions are the 
suggesting of pertinent questions and activities stimulated 
by reading in the content areas." y 
Gibbons says that: 
"Reading may be described as a mental process in which 
the mind is actively engaged in two types of activities, 
{1) in recalling those meanings of words, phrases, and 
even sentences which the reader already possesses, and 
{2) in using these meanings to construct new meanings on 
the page. The most important part of the reading process, 
however, is the construction of new meanings, It is this 
aspect of reading that makes it an enjoyable activity, 
and in reality, gives the chief purpose for reading at 
all." 
The authors are concerned with the construction of new 
meanings gained by pupils from reading and stimulated by 
21 discussion. Durrell says: 11 Elaborative thinking is 
especially suitable for cooperative work of pupils in teams 
of three or five. Group discussion seems to stimulate 
elaborative thinking •••• " 
1/John Richard Chambers,Jr., The Relationships amons 
Measurable Mental Tasks Related to Readins, Unpublished 
Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University School of Education, 
Boston, 1956, P• 21. 
g/Helen D. Gibbons, "The Meaning Side of Reading," California 
Journal of Elementary Education, 9~224-228,(May, 1941), p.226·. 
~Donald D. Durrell, Improvins Readins Instruction, World 
Book Company, Boston, l956, p. 302. 
5 
Purpose of elaborative thinking.-- It has been discovered 
that elaborative thinking is an essential quality of the 
person with an active mind, and should be developed in the 
, 
child as early as possible. Various educators have expressed 
their beliefs on the importance of teaching thinking. 
11 Dewey states that: "Only by making the most of the 
thought factor already active in the experience of childhood 
is there any promise or warrant of the emergence of superior 
thinking power at adolescence or later period." 
Many educators agree that the duty of training children y 
how to think lies with the schools. Rothenbush believes 
that: "School is the one institution whose chief concern is 
to teach people to think •••• ~it ii7 concer~ed with develop-
ing individuals who in turn can build the culture essential 
to progressive growth of all individuals." 
21 Agreeing that children must be taught to think, Dimnet 
states that: "Children should be put through regular thinking 
exercises at school." He believes that if this is accomplish-
ed, children will be saying:"!Let me think' instead of 'Please 
tell us'." 
1/John Dewey, How We Think, D.c. Heath and Company, New York, 
1933, Po 89o 
yv. E. Rothenbush, "Plan for Teaching Pupils How to Think," 
Clearing House, (February, 1943), Vol. 17, pp. 331-5. 
~E. Dimnet, The Art of Thinking, Simon and Schuster, New York, 
1928, p. 127. 
6 
11 
This is reaffirmed by Symonds when he says: "Practice 
in thinking itself is necessary for the improvement of think-
ing. There is no substitute for the actual wrestling with 
real problems in the development of thinking." y 
Hartung emphasizes this further when he says that: 
"Students who have been deliberately taught methods of think-
ing critically can improve on this ability and excel those 
who have not had comparable emphasis on the objective and 
appropriate learning activities." 
21 
Stauffeur ~eels that teachers must realize that: 
"Pupils are more apt to be active in the total reading-
thinking act in a situation which forces them to confirm or 
deny their own convictions in a 'what do I know' and 'what 
do I want to find out' ·approach." 
He goes further to say that: "The attitudes of a pupil 
are much more apt to be modified in a situation where he is 
encouraged to think, read, and reflect and then discuss with 
his peers who too have thought, read, and reflected." 
l/Percival Symonds, Education and the Psychology of Thinking. 
McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1936, p. 256. 
g/Maurice Hartung, "Teaching Reflective Thinking in High 
School," High School Journal, (April,l958),Vol.41. pp.320-24. 
2/Russell Stauffeur, "A Directed Reading-Thinking Plan," 
Education. (May, 1959), Vol.79, pp. 527•32. 
7 
Essential to the development of all types of thinking is 
the process of the reader's recalling and utilization of his 
past experience by applying these to what is read. 
Concerning the utilization of past experience in think-
1/ 
ing, Dewey states that it is useless to urge anyone to think 
when he has "no prior experience that involves some of the 
same conditions." y 
Gray believes that the information gained from reading 
" •••• should be associated with previous experience andre-
organized into useful patterns of thought and action. This 
result can be achieved only through active processes of 
association, synthesis, and judgment directed to particular 
ends." 
"j/ 
Along this same idea, Pennell believes that: 
"Meaning cannot be secured or stimulated through printed 
symbols unless the child brings to that material similar 
experiences gained directly or indirectly •••• teachers 
must be more and more concerned with the building up of 
experiences from which vicarious concepts of meanings 
are built up." 
l/Dewey, op.cit., p. 16. 
g}William s. Gray, "Recent Trends in Reading," Conference 
on Readins, Vol. 1, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 
1939, PP• 4-5. 
"j/Mary E. Pennell, "Early Reading as a Thought Getting 
Process," Newer Practice in Readins in the Elementary School, 
Seventeenth Yearbook of the Department of Elementary 
Principals, National Education Association, July 1938, 
p. 291. 
8 
11 Johnson states: 
"Each child should have specific training in elaborative 
thinking, because it does not stress the memorization of 
facts, but rather stimulates the child to draw from hie 
experiences those bearing upon a specific problem. The 
questions which he raises open areas for broader research 
and the activities which he finds lead him to more 
valuable experiences." 
Although educators have been aware of elaborative think· 
ing ae an important skill in the reading and langua5e fields, 
little has been done to train children 1n th1e area. Durrell 21 
found that: "At present, althot16h there are many queat1one 
1n study guides which call for elaborative thinking, the 
ability ie usually taught incidentally, if at all." 
Experiments in relation to elabor~tiye th1AiiD5tw• 
Various experiments related to elaborative thinking have been 
carried out in an effort to determine how effective speoifio 
training in this area is. 
2/Donald D. Durrell, 11 The Development of Comprehension and 
Ynterpretation," Read1n5 tn the Elementary Bohool, The Forty-
eighth Yearbook of the Na !onal Society for the Study of 
Education, Part III, p. 202. 
9 
1/ 
Helseth conducted an investigation to discover how 
much children can be taught to improve their ability to 
ask pertinent questions about material studied, to become 
innately curious about subject matter, and to be able to 
find the answers to their questions. The study was carried 
on in a United States history class composed of sixteen 
seventh and eighth graders. The results showed that by May, 
the students had changed from a behavior pattern of relying 
totally upon the teacher, to a co-operative group having 
many related questions about their history lessons and work-
ing together to solve these questions. The students im-
proved greatly in their ability to form conclusions. y 
A test was constructed by Marden for the purpose of 
measuring the extent to which the average seventh grader 
practiced spontaneous associational thinking while reading 
in the social studies field and determining how far growth 
in power results from directed teaching of this association-
al reading. She states: 11 That every individual does 
1/Inga o. Helseth, Children's Thinking, Bureau of Publica-
tions, Number 209, Teacher's College, Columbia University 
Contributions to Education, New York, 1926. 
g/Avis Marden, "Associational Readins Ability of the Seventh 
Grader, 11 Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University 
School of Education, Boston, 1941, p. 1. 
'I 
associational thinking is shown by the utilization of what-
eve~ concepts lie within his first-hand or vicarious experi-
ences in meeting a new situation." 
11 Chambers studied the relationships between certain 
10 
higher mental processes related to reading; critical thinking, 
organizational thinking, and elaborative thinking. He ad-
ministered seven tests to four hundred fifty-nine children 
from fourth, fifth and sixth grades. The test used to measure 
I y 
the students' ability in elaborative thinking was Jenkins' 
test of Associational Readins Skills. The results of the study 
which are relevant to a consideration of elaborative thinking 
are: 
1. Children at each successive grade level tend to 
evidence increasing amounts of ability on tests of 
higher mental processes. 
2. Ability in one area of higher mental processes does 
not appear to indicate a corresponding amount of 
skill in each of the other areas. 
3. Although intelligence was found to bear a positive 
relationship to higher mental processes, elaborative 
thinking evidenced less relationship to intelligence 
than did critical or organizational thinking. 
4. Although reading ability bears a substantial relation-
ship to performance on tests of higher mental 
processes, •••• elaborative thinking bears less 
relationship to reading ability than the other two. 
l/Chambers, op. cit., pp. 102-4. 
£/Ethel M. Jenkins, An evaluation of Directed Teaching of 
Associational Reading in Social Studies with Sixth Grade 
Children, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Boston 
University School of Education, Boston, 1953. pp. 120-59. 
/ 
Elaborative thinking in relation to reading.-- It has 
long been recognized that reading ability entails a broader 
program than merely reading and then recalling what is read. 
There must be spontaneous mental association both during and 
after the reading process. 
v 
Among other findings, Marden discovered that the test 
positively improved the skill of associational thinking, and 
that incidental teaching of the associational skill does 
not guarantee effective use, and furthermore, early train-
ing in this area is more effective. She also found that the 
correlation between the intelligence quotient and the ability 
to suggest activities r~lated to reading was positive but low. 
This suggests that associational reading may be taught 
to all pupils with some degree of success and that the 
ability depends more on specific training than on mental 
ability. y 
An experiment was conducted by Jenkins in which she 
measured the amount of associational reading practiced by 
seventh grade students and evaluated the effect of a 
specific program intended to improve the associational 
reading ability of these children. At the beginning and 
1/Marden, op.cit., p. 216. 
£/Jenkins, op. cit. 
1 1 
12 
termination of the study, both the ten experimental and ten 
control classroom students were administered the Jenkints 
Associational Readin5 Skills test. During the experiment, 
the experimental classrooms received seven weeks of lessons 
in improving associational reading ability. Test results 
showed that the experimental group had made significant 
gains in associational reading, whereas the control group 
made very little gain. It was further discovered that sex 
differences do not affect the pupil's ability in 
associational reading, and that ability in associational 
reading correlates significantly with mental ability and 
reading ability. 
11 Hahn has stated thatg "A pupil must not only be able 
to read but to read creatively in order to do good school 
work and also to meet life situations which depend upon 
the ability to perform these reading skills." She adds 
thatg "Enrichment of life is enhanced by the art of 
elaborative thinking." 
:Y Woody states thatg "In an average classroom poor 
achievement in reading is conditioned by the pupil's lack 
1/M.Elizabeth Hahn, Exercises for the Development of 
Elaborative Thinkin5 in Grade Five, Unpublished Service 
Paper, Boston University School of Education,Boston,l950, p.l. 
yclifford Woody, "Attempts at Measurement of Meaningful 
Experience Conditionin6 Achievement in Reading," Peabody 




of experience connected with the things about which he is 
reading or by his failure to connect whatever experience 
13 
he may have had with whatever material he is attempting to 
read." 
11 An experiment was conducted by Dean in grade four, 
using samples from standardized tests in reading com-
prehension in order to determine the order of difficulty. 
The results indicated this progression: 
1. Reading for the main points. 
2. Reorganizing material. 
3. Drawing inferences from facts not overtly stated. 
4. Judging the relative importance of various facts. 
The above studies indicate the fact that weakness in 
the skill of elaborative thinking does contribute to 
failure in reading, but that the extent to which it does 
so is very difficult to determine. 
Elaborative thinkins in relation to creative writins.--
Elaborative thinking plays a major role in creative writing. 
:Y Anderson states that: "Elaborative thinking is at the 
core of elaborative writing . The more ideas one has, the 
1/Alice M. Dean, "A Study of the Range and Types of Com-
prehension in Fourth Grade Reading," Journal of Educational 
Research, (March, 1936), Vol. 29, pp. 532-43. 
g/Eleanor Anderson, Construction and Evaluation of a Scale 
for Creative Writin5, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University School of Education, Boston, 1957, p. 58. 
more fluent is the expression of them." A child engaged 
in creative writing must be able to draw upon his past ex-
periences and then organize, interpret, and apply them to 
his original work. He must have at his command an abund-
ance of experiences that he may recall which will produce 
a flow of ideas. 
The importance of this flow of ideas to creative 
11 
writing is recognized by Dawson: 11 The degree to which a 
child expresses himself spontaneously and interestingly 
will largely depend upon the amount of facts and ideas he 
has to exprees.u 
?J 
This is reaffirmed by Anderson: "A wealth of ideas 
is concomitant of good creative expression, for the more 
ideas presented by the creative writer, the more vivid, 
meaningful, and satisfactory is hie creation." 
-:u 
The Commission on the English Curriculum reports: 
"No child is ready to write unless he has 
experience •••• he cannot write clearly out 
1/Mildred Dawson, Teachins Lansuase in the Grades, World 
Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1951, p. 191. 
g/Anderson, op, cit., p. 58. 
j/Commieeion on the English Curriculum of the National 
Council of Teachers of English, Lansuase Arts for Today's 




of knowledge of experience, nor out of hazy, half-formed 
ideas. Clear thinking is essential to clear writing at all 
times." 
After making a study of children 's compositions, 
11 
Diederick noted that~ "Good papers have a conspicuous 
flow of ideas about the topic, and the ideas are shrewd, 
penetrating, and logical, within the limite of the maturity 
of the students." 
gj 
Aymee analyzed children's compositions before and 
21 
after using Callahan's organizational exercises to 
determine whether there had been any gains in originality, 
elaborative thinking, and vocabulary . In the elaborative 
thinking, the experimental group showed a slight improve-
ment over the control group, but not a statistically 
significant gain. 
Planning to help children develop a pattern of think-
!l/ ing, Brownrigg d~veloped a series of exercises in 
written composition. She felt that if children were given 
l/Paul Diederick, "The Measurement of Skill in Writing," 
School Review, (December, 1946), p. 588. 
g/Aymes, op. cit. 
~Frederic Callahan, Construction and Evaluation of a Series 
of Exercises to Develop Orsanizational Ability in Children's 
Writin5, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Boeton ·University 
School of Education, Boston, 1959. 
i(Helen R. Brownrigg, An Evaluation of Exercises in Written 
Composition Plannins, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University School of Education, Boston, 1950. 
16 
a pattern of thinking on units of related topics, a flow 
of thoughts could be encouraged. "Practice in the Eubject 
discussed could stimulate a flow of ideas along with 
similar thought patterns, and thus give the child a re-
version of ideas upon which to draw on a related topic." 
It was found that in the final test the experimental 
group had made a gain and the control group a loss over 
the initial test. However, in the scoring of the final 
test, no great improvement of the expression of unique 
ideas was shown by the experimental group. 
CHAPTER II 
Plan of Study 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether or 
not it is possible to construct self-administering and 
self-scoring exercises, which would encourage pupils to 
use their imaginations and develop skill in elaborative 
thinking. The ability to think creatively and draw on 
.P38~ experienges in an interesting and gpngtruotiv~ way, 
~nen §Qlv1n6 preglemg, ig a v~ly~~le ~kill T~ig gk 1 
~~p§~~g tg ~e et1flo4 1~ Bo4eel ahild~en te~~y ~a tnoy 
~~@6FO§§ th~@Y6h tho 6~~aog ~he~~ 1s a need fer oxor 
o1§eB, wh~ h t§~one~g g~ YB§ te ~1ve PYP1l ~ 1ot go 1n 
o ~ger~t1v~ th!nkin~ 
~~o AYthe~g ~~e~e§og to §0@ if ~ se~ er o~o~a gag 
OQYld ~0 Q@P§tFYQ~§d W1th A 6F@Up of pg~qibl§ ~§§pgn@e~ 
with wn1on tne ghildFen ge~ld gempA~ tho ~ APBwe g, t 
§ ~0 loved §YOh A BOt 0§§0H8 m16nt QO ' 0 ~tU t 
to3oho~g by ~~ev1d - n~ m3to 1~1 teF them te UB 1n to3o 1n~ 
tho1 PY~1lB t th1 k o~eAt~voly, ~1 A oeuld de tho 
oxo~o1BoB 1n 6 eyPB An4 aomp3~o tho1· !do~g w1th tho 14oAB 
~~ogontod AB po ib o ~oe~eniei ~e1n6 ~blo t oem~~ o 
doAB en tho ~~ot, 3t e th3n W31t1 ~ tho t@3 he~ t 
hook, 1n Y d Add 1nto· e1t to the t~g~ 
17 
v 
During 1960, Baumann, et al., conducted a study on 
various ways to test reading achievement. In one of the 
exercises developed in the Baumann study, pupils were 
instructed to read a short story and then to write down 
all the questions which were left unanswered in their 
minds. As a preliminary step to this present study, 
stories in the Baumann study were examined and pupils' 
responses were tabulated, to see if any of the same re-
sponses appeared on several of the papers. After check~ 
18 
ing these exercises it appeared that certain responses did 
appear over and over again, and could conceivably be 
grouped together on a check sheet. 
It should be noted that responses were neither con-
sidered correct nor incorrect. Calling an answer to such 
a problem correct or incorrect involves a value judgment, 
which is invalid in this type exercise. The authors were 
concerned only with whether or not the same response, or 
group of responses, seemed to occur to several of the pupils 
working with a particular exercise. It was hoped that 
pupils, using the list of common responses to evaluate 
their performances, would check not only for similar re~ 
sponses, but would be encouragedto consider others as 
1/Mayvis Baumann, et al. Differing Instructional Needs for 
Children of Similar Reading Achievement, Grade 2,4,6, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1960. 
valuable contributions. 
Teachers are generally aware of the need to provide 
instruction according to ability and learning rate. The 
process of constructing special devices for each pupil's 
individual needs ia extremely time - consuming. It would 
save a great deal of time for teachers if exercises to 
help in developing certain skills could be packaged, that 
ia, a group of lessons developed, tested for their ap-
plicability and made up into seta. Unpublished self-
19 
scoring lessons have been constructed to aid in the develop-
ment of such skills as capitalization, outlining, punotua-
tion, and dictionary skills. Word Analysis Carda by y 
Durrell-Murphy-Spencer-Catteraon were published by The 
World Book Company in 1960. These are multiple choice 
classification exercises with a self- scoring answer key on 
the back of each card. 
In checking progress in the skills areas mentioned 
above, the answer key lists one correct answer for each 
point in question. The self- scoring aspect ia, therefore, 
no problem. The self-scoring factor ia important in the 
usefulness of the packages, both from the point of view of 
the teacher and of the pupil. 
1/Donald D. Durrell, Helen A. Murphy, Doria U. Spencer 
and Jane H. Catterson. Word-Analysis Practice, World Book 
Company, New York, 1960. 
20 
In the present study, it was planned to construct a 
set of thirty exercises designed to aid in the teaching of 
elaborative thinking, and to put these exercises on one side 
of 5 x 8 cards. On the other side of the cards the authors 
planned to list several possible answers to these exercises, 
so that pupils could check their own answers against the 
list given. In this way pupils can evaluate their own 
answers against suggested responses, and perhaps gain new 
ideas. The child likes to know immediately whether he is 
right or wrong. If he is wrong or cannot think of the 
answer, he has a chance to recognize the solution, before 
he goes on to the next problem. 
It is fairly easy to include an answer key in lessons 
' 
containing problems with one correct answer. However, 
very little has been done with self-scoring devices for 
measuring progress in skills, which must elicit variable 
responsesg oral and written recall, composition planning, 
and critical and elaborative thinking. 
After tabulating responses to exercises in the Baumann 
study, the authors were encouraged to attempt to construct 
a set of self-scoring exercises involving elaborative 
thinking. It was considered necessary to try these ex~ 
ercises in classrooms to obtain responses for the materials 
and to see if more progress would be made by an experimental 
group or a control group. 
• 
• Steps in setting up the experimentg 
1. Thirty-two stories, each with a concluding 
direction, designed to stimulate elaborative 
thinking were written. Thirty of these 
stories were used in the experiment and formed 
the basis of the set of cards, constructed at 
the end of the study. 
Two of the stories were used as testa at the 
beginning and at the end of the experiment, 
to measure progress. 
2. Selection of groups to participate in the ex-
periment. 
3. Administration of the tests and exercises. 
4. Evaluation of responses. 
5. Statistical computation of data found at the 
conclusion of the experiment. 
6. Interpretation of the results. 
7. Construction of a set of cards based on re-
vision of stories and responses. 
Description of the exerciseag The decision was made 
21 
to provide thirty exercises, which would provide practice 
for about six weeks for anyone using the set of cards. It 
was decided that these thirty exercises should be original. 
Each member of the group wrote several stories. At the 
end of each story was a question or direction, which could 
22 
~ot be answered from the context of the story. The pupil 
would have to draw on previous experience or imagination 
to complete the exercise. No restrictions were placed upon 
subject matter of the stories, except that content material, 
such as health, safety, social studies, science,, and the 
like, should be avoided. It was desired to have the re-
sponses come from the children's experiences or imaginations, 
rather than from the content of the local curriculum. Since 
fourth grade classrooms were used in the exp~riment, attention 
was given to vocabulary for that level. The two test stories 
were developed in the same manner. 
The stories were tried out initially in the research 
group to check the suitability of the content and to get at 
least a short list of responses with which to begin. Stories, 
which elicited few creative responses and aroused only mild 
enthusiasm, were eliminated. 
As a second step, each story was tried out in the class-
room of one of the members of the research group. The 
children's responses were added to the growing list. A few 
stories proved to be uninteresting or too difficult, and 
were discarded. Responses and stories were edited, and 
words which appeared to be ambiguous or difficult were re-
placed, so that pupils would not be distracted by difficulty. 
Thirty-two stories were selected, two to be tests, and 
thirty to be the experimental set of lessons. These were 
mimeographed in sufficient quantity to be used in the 
classrooms, where permission had been received to conduct 
the study. 
Since the lessons were not graded in difficulty, 
there was no special sequence to follow. However, the 
exercises were numbered for the convenience of keeping 
records of lessons completed. This study was concerned 
with determining lf such a set of lessons could be con-
structed, and if they seem to be of value in teaching 
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creative thinking. Perhaps at a later date more attention ~ 
can be paid to the content of the lessons. 
Directions were kept simple. Lines were drawn on 
the duplicated papers to encourage neatness in recording 
responses. 
The lessons were planned to require about fifteen 
minutes including time to prepare the classroom for team 
discussions, and time to compare answers at the end of the 
period. The actual time for reading the story and answer-
ing the question was seven minutes. Pupils were asked to 
draw a red line at the end of three minutes, another red 
line after two more minutes, and finally, to atop work 
after another two minutes. This was done to determine 
if more elaborative responses occur to children in the first 
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three minutes, the next two minutes, or the last two 
minutes of a seven minute period. A longer time period 
appeared unsatisfactory in the try-outs, since some pupils 
ran out of ideas and lost interest. See Appendix for 
copies of the exercises and the directions. 
Population. Three communities took part in the experiment: 
(1) a large industrial city north of Boston with a popula-
tion of 100,000; (2) a semi-industrial community north of 
Boston with population of 20,000; (3) a large residential 
town west of Boston, with population of 28,000. The 
control groups came from three similar communities within 
a twenty mile radius of Boston. The experiment was con-
ducted at the fourth grade level, with 639 children in 
19 classrooms taking parte Thirteen of these classrooms 
were included in the experimental group and six classrooms 
made up the control group. Permission to conduct the study 
was received from the elementary supervisors in the three 
communities. Principals in all schools participating co-
operated by giving teachers encouragemento 
Intelligence was not considered in choosing class-
rooms, or in grouping the pupils in teams of three to do 
the exercises. It doe.s not seem important that each 
member of a team, facing a problem which involves elabor-
at ive thinking, be at the same reading level or have the 
same level of general intelligence. It is quite possible 
that more responses and responses of a more imaginative 
nature will result when members of the group are varied 
in ability and experience. 
The entire population was divided into a control 
group, numbering 170 pupils in 6 classrooms and an ex-
perimental group, numbering 469, in 13 classrooms. The 
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one stipulation made in selecting rooms for the experi-
mental group was that the teacher must be willing to let 
the pupils work in teams of three. Teachers and principals 
were most cooperative in this. This was not a factor in 
selecting the control group, as it had been decided to 
administer the tests individually before and after the ex-
periment. 
Administration of the materials: Each classroom, 
control and experimental, was administered one of the 
test stories. Three classrooms in the control group took 
Test A at this time, and three classrooms took Test B. 
Six classrooms in the experimental group took Test A and 
seven rooms took Test B. Each pupil took the test in-
dividually_ The two testa were divided among the rooms 
in order to establish reliability, since the teats WQre 
sel!~oonstructed and nad never before been administered. 
At the end of the e~per1ment those classrooms wh1oh h d 
been g1ven Teat A at tne beginning we e given Test B, nd 
those classrooms which l'lad taken Teat B f1rat w re siven 
Teet A. The pr~me consideration in tabulating responses 
made to teet stories was to measure the quantity of pupil 
responses. Any response which related in any way to the 
story was counted as a score of one. 
No sample answers were given with test stories. 
After the pupil wrote down his own answers, he could not 
check. When the test was over~ he passed his paper to 
his teacher for scoring. Scores for each individual 
child for Test A or B at the beginning and again at the 
end were tallied and kept separate. Even though intelli-
gence was not considered a factor in administering the 
stories, an I.Q. score was obtained for each child and 
listed with his number of responses on the teet stories. 
This was done to see if there seemed to be a correl~tion 
between I.Q. and teet scores. The experiment took place 
during February and March, 1961. 
The pupils taking part in the experiment were asked 
to work in teams of three. A secretary was chosen for 
each group, and he or she recorded the three names and 
all the responses made by members of a group to a story. 
The teacher kept track of time. At the end of three 
minutes she asked the pupils to draw a red line. Then 
after two more minutes, they were asked to draw a second 
red line. After another two minute period, she asked 
the pupils to stop working. Next, she passed out a list 
of responses, which had been tabulated in the classroom 
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that had worked with the story in the preliminary step. 
Pupils were given time to check their responses against 
those thought of by others. They were allowed to do 
this for their own interest, to see how many ideas they 
had thought of that other people had also considered, and 
to see if any of their ideas were original.? 
It was requested that the teachers do no marking or 
correcting. Also, they were asked to make sure that the 
children understood that no answers were right or wrong, 
either on the answer key sheet or their own papers. The 
lists were simply to stimulate their imaginations and to 
guide them. This technique was for comparison purposes 
only, to let the pupil see if he were on the right track, 
and to help him evaluate hie own responses. This was a 
difficult point to put acrose. Both teachers and pupils 
are too used to considering all work a contest for a 
mark. However, the whole purpose of these exercises was 
to give practice in developing a skill, and it was con~ 
sidered very important that they be used in an atmosphere 
which was relaxed and free from tension. 
The teachers returned all of the stories with the 
children's responses to the research group. When the 
number of responses to each story was tabulated, the 
authors chose about fifty of the responses, which occurred 
most often and seemed most appropriate, to be listed on 
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• the back of the cards in the package. 
After all the classrooms in the experimental group 
had completed all thirty stories, all classrooms in both 
the control and experimental groups were given the form 
of the test which they had not taken at the beginning. 
All classrooms which had taken Test A at the beginning 
of the study were given Test B at the end, and vice 
versa. The pupils took the final test alone, as in the 
beginning, and again no answers for comparison were given 
to them . A count of all answers was made and compared 
with the number of responses made by each pupil on the 
initial test. It was hoped that the number of responses 
made by pupils who had done all thirty exercises, would 
be larger on the second test than the number of responses 
made by members of the control group. The experience 
gained through working with the lessons, should increase 
ab111ty to think of ideas related to the problem aitua-
t!on, ~he analya1 of the data m y b~ found in 
Chapter III. 
The t~aoher xpr d th 1 pproval of th m t ri l 
nd th r was un n1moua gra m nt th t th oh1ldr n 
thorou5hly njoy d doing th x roi , No ditf1oulty 
w enoount r d 6 t oh1ldr n to do th 
n , 1t m d lik s m to th m f ooring 
w n 1mport&nt ot~r in pupil t1 t otion with th 
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lessons. Being immediately able to compare their work 
with the work of others added much interest and incentive 
to the task. 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
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It was the purpose of this study to determine if it is 
possible to construct a aeries of self-directing, self-scoring 
exercises which would develop skill in elaborative thinking 
and to ascertain if there is any improvement in this skill by 
the pupils who take part in the elaborative thinking exercises. 
Thirty two stories were written. Thirty of these stories 
were used as exercises and two of them were used as testa at 
the beginning and at the end of the experiment. The children 
worked on these thirty exercises in groups of three. 
The exercises were given within a seven-minute time period 
with the pupil indicating on his paper how many responses he 
had written within the first three-minute period, the second 
two-minute period, and the third two-minute period. 
The analysis of the data revealed the following information: 
A. The number of responses increased with the 
number of exercises. 
B. There was a greater number of responses at the 
beginning of the seven-minute period than at the end. 
c. Intelligence was not a prime factor in listing 
the responses. 
D. Self-scoring made the exercises much more 
useful and valuable. 
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TABLE I 
Table I shows a distribution of intelligence quotient 
scores for the experimental and the control groups. 
Table I. Distribution of Intelligence Quotient Scores for the 






























































In the experimental group the intelligence ranged from 75 
to 144 with the mean of 110.83 and a standard deviation of 12.15. 
In the control group the intelligence ranged from 80-139 
with a mean of 113 and a standard deviation of 12.20. 
TABLE II 
Table II shows the elaborative thinking scores on the 
Initial Test for the experimental and control groups. 
Table II. The Elaborative Thinking Scores on th,e Initial 
Test for the Experimental and Control Groups 
Number Mean S.D. S.E.m. Diff.m. S.E.Diff. C.R • 
Experimental 283 9.59 4.41 • 263 
.85 . 42 2.05 
Control 115 8.73 3.47 .324 
The mean scores on the pretest were 9.59 for the experi-
mental group and 8.73 for the control group. The critical 
ratio of 2.05 showed that the difference between the experi-
mental and control groups is statistically significant at the 
.05 level of confidence and it favored the experimental group. 
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TABLE III 
Table III shows the elaborative thinking scores on the 
final test for the experimental and control groups. 
Table III. The Elaborative Thinking Scores on the Final Test 
for the Experimental and Control Groups 
Experimental 
Control 
Number Mean S.D. S.E.m. Diff.m. S.E.diff. O.R. 
283 16.41 4.58 
115 1 o. 84 4. 25 
.272 
-396 
5-57 .30 18.46 
The mean scores on the final test were 16.40 for the 
experimental group and 10.84 for the control group. The 
critical ratio of 18.46 showed that the difference between 
the experimental and control groups is statistically signifi-





Table IV shows the experimental group gains in elaborative 
thinking. 
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Table IV. . The Experimental Group Gains in Elaborative Thinking 
Number Mean S.D. S.E.m. Diff. s.E.diff. C .R • 
Initial Test 283 9.59 4.41 • 263 
6.82 .38 17.97 
Final Test 283 16.41 4.58 .272 
The critical ratio of 17.97 showed that t~e difference between 
the initial and final tests in the experimental groups is statistic-




Table V shows the control group gains in elaborative thinking. 
Table V. The Control Group Gains in Elaborative Thinkin5 
Number Mean 
Initial Test 115 
Final Test 115 
8.73 
10.84 





2.11 .51 4.10 
The critical ratio of 4.10 showed that the difference between 
the initial and final tests in the control group is statistically 
significant at the .01 level of confidence and it favored the final 
test. 
TABLE VI 
Table VI shows a distribution of responses recorded during 
the first interval, (3 minutes) of a seven minute period. 
Table VI. A Distribution of Responses Recorded During the First 
Interval (Three Minutes) of a Seven Minute Period. 







































N = 2820 
M = 6.23 
S.D. = 2.98 
The responses ranged from 1 - 18 with a mean of 6.23 and a 
standard deviation of 2.98. 
During the first interval of time, the first three minutes, 





Table VII shows a distribution of responses during the second 
interval (two minutes) of a seven minute peripd. 
Table VII. A Distribution of Responses During the Second Interval 
(Two Minutes) of a Seven Minute Period. 








































N = 2820 
M = 3.70 
S.D. = 2.47 
The responses ranged from 1-19 with a mean of 3.70 and a 
standard deviation of 2.47. 
During the second interval of time, the fourth and fifth 
minutes of the seven minute period, the average group recorded 
f~om three to four responses . 
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TABLE VIII 
Table VIII shows a distribution of responses during the third 
interval (two minutes) of a seven min~te period. 
Table VIII. A Distribution of Responses During the Third Interval 
(Two Minutes) of a Seven Minute Period. 





































N = 2820 
M = 3.63 
S.D. = 2.89 
The responses ranged from 0 - 16 with a Mean of 3.63 and a 
standard deviation of 2.89. 
During the third interval of time, the sixth and seventh 
minutes of a seven minute period, the average group recorded from 




Table IX shows a comparison of the mean responses during the 
timed intervals. 
Table IX. A Comparison of the Mean Responses During the Timed 
Intervals. 
Number Mean S.D. S.E.m. Diff.m. S.E.diff. C.R. 
Interval I 2820 6.23 2.98 .056 
2.52 .07 36.14 
Interval II 2820 3.70 2.47 .047 
Interval I 2820 6.23 2.98 .056 
2.60 .06 33.25 
Interval III 2820 3.63 2.89 .054 
Interval II 2820 3.70 2.47 .047 
.07 .07 .94 
Interval III 2820 3.63 2.89 .054 
The mean response for Interval I was 6.23; for Interval II 
was 3.70; and for Interval III was 3.63. The critical ratio of 
36.14 showed that the difference between Interval I and Interval II 
is statistically at the .01 level of confidence and it favored the 
first inte rval. 
The critical ratio of 33.25 showed that the difference between 
Interval I and Interval III is statistically significant at the .01 
level of confidence and it favored the first interval. 
The critical ratio of .94 showed that the difference between 
Interval II and Interval III is not statistically significant. It 
did, however, favor the second interval of time. 
~ . 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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It was the purpose of this study to determine if it is pos-
sible to construct a series of self-directing, self-scoring ex-
ercises which will develop skill in elaborative thinking, and to 
ascertain if there is any improvement in this skill in the pupils 
who take part in elaborative thinking exercises. 
Thirty stories were written to be used as exercises to 
develop elaborative thinking abilities. Two tests were con-
structed in order to measure the effectiveness of these exercises. 
The children wor~ed on these exercises in groups of three. The 
elaborative thinking exercises were given within a seven-minute 
time per~od with each group secretary indicating the progress 
made during specifically timed intervals. At the beginning of 
the study the population consisted of six hundred and thirty nine 
pupils - - one hundred and seventy in the control group and four 
hundred and sixty nine in the experimental group. However, due 
to incomplete data, it was necessary to drop fifty-five pupils 
from the control group and one hundred and eighty six from the 
experimental group. Final data of the study was tabulated on a 
total population of three hundred and ninety eight fourth grade 
children in nineteen classrooms . Two hundred and eighty three 
of these children in thirteen classrooms participated in the 
study . One hundred and fifteen children in six classrooms served 
as the control group. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
1. It is possible to construct a series of self-direct ing, 
self-scoring elaborative thinking exercises. 
2. In February the experimental group had a mean score on the 
initial test of 9.59 as compared with 8.73 for the control 
group . The critical ratio of 2.05 was statistically 
significant at the .05 level of confidence. The difference 
~ in means was less than one point of raw score, which indicates 
the groups were fairly equal in elaborative thinking abili ty 
at the beginning of the experiment. 
3. In March the experimental group had a mean score on the final 
test of 16 . 41 as compared with 10.84 for the control group. 
The critical ratio of 18.46 was statistically signif icant 
I 
at the .01 level of confidency and it favored the experi-
mental group . 
4 . ~A comparison of the gains for the control and exp~rimental 
groups in elaborative thinking showed a gain of 6.82 for the 
experimental group a s compared with 2.11 for the control 
group. This yielded a difference in gain of 4.71 in favor 
of the experimental group. 
5. v' The greatest number of elaborative thinking responses occurred 
in the early part of the time allotment. 
A. Arranged in order from greatest number of responses 
to least number of respopses the periods of time 
were effective in the following order: Interval 
I (first three minutes), Interval II (next two 
minutes), and Interval III (last two minutes). 
B . The mean responses were 6.23, 3.70, and 3.63 for 
Interval I, II, III respectively. 
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ELABORATIVE THINKING KIERCISES 
Definition 
Elaborative thinking means that type of mental activity which 
require• the reader to go beyond the ideas on the printed page and, 
by a spontaneous flow of his own thoughts and ideas, give many 
solutions to a problem related to the selection read. 
Purpose of the exercises 
The purpose of these exercises is to increase the child 1 a ability 
to do elaborative thinking. This ability will help to increase the 
flow of -ideas in creative writing. 
D1.rectiona 
The stories were planned for use at the fourth grade level, but 
may be used at other level , if they are found suitable. The carda 
are self-administering and selfqscoring and are therefore practical 
for the teacher to use. However, the teacher should be available to 
help, especially in the first few lesaons, until the children are 
familiar with the plan. 
There are 30 cards in the set. The essential task is to read the 
stor,y on the first side of the card, then think of and record many 
anJwera to the question given, by drawing upon experience and imagina-
tion. 
Group children in teams of three. Intelligence and reading ability 
are not factors in grouping. It is poasible that more reeponsea or 
re8ponee• of a more creative nature will re•ult when members of th 
team are varied in ability and experience. 
Each group choose• one secretary, who is the scribe for the group. 
First, the secretar.r writes the three names at the top f the paper. 
Next, •he reads the story to the group, helps think of anewer•, and 
writes down all the anewers given by t~e member• of the group. 
The children are given approximately seven minutes to read the 
1tory and list as naany idea• as they can think of. Pupils may run 
out of ideas or lose interest if given a longer period of time. At 
the conclusion of the period, have the pupil• stop writing and check 
their answers against those on the other side of the card. The 
children gain more ideas and have more fun when they can check their 
an•wers i.Jimediately after writing. 
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There are alae two test •torie• included in the seta Te•t A to 
be used before any of the exercises, and Te•t B t be used after the 
exerci•es have been completed. If desired, the teacher can measure 
grewth in ability to do elaborative thinking by administering the test 
stories. The test stories are to be dope by the individual pupil working 
alorte. There are no answers for the pupil to check his own against. 
He simply passes his paper to the teacher, who will make a count of the 
re•ponaes. 
Pupils should understand that any given answer is neither correct 
n r incorrect. The number of anewers which may be correct is limited 
only by the reader's experience or imagination. Pupils m~ seer• one 
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point for each anawer they have given that is al o recorded n the back 
of the card. Further, they may acore two pointe for each answer that 
i n t on the back of the card. Add the total pointe to get the final 
cor • If a thought ia expreeaed in slightly different words than liated 
it l!ltill COlmt&. 
The at riea are not graded in difficulty and foll w no special 
aequence, so pupil• may take my card in any order. One team may work 
n Card 10 while another is working on Card 17, and a third on Card 28. 
Up n completing a card the children keep a record of the number of that 
card , or check it off en a record aheet numbered from 1 to 30. The 
teacher may wish to keep a record herself. One set of cards may provide 
practice for ae many as 30 team• at once. Work may be d~me in a 
specifie practice period or one team may be able to uee one card in a 
few apare moments of extra tirae. The cards may ala be uaed aingly, 
in paira, r in larger teams, but three ie the recommended number, 
T ame h uld be congenial, cooperative, and quiet. Neatness should be 
l 
encourag d. 
At the end of a work period, the teacher should collect and examine 
the papers. Since an unlimited number of reaponsee may be correct, it 
i most important that the teacher check n the quality f response• te 
the elaborative thinking queeti na. If the teacher feel• that the 
quality of answers haa slipped bel w a worthwhile level, ehe might diseuse 
this with the chil~ren. The main purpose of the exercises, however, ie 
t encourage a large number of re•pensee, flowing apentaneously. 
To t B 
Teachel~ ;s 
s l.v.dent ' s ~lame_,.. ____________ Dat.e.__ ___ Name· 
D5.rec'- J.ono: Reo.d. the story . .tmrn1er the queot1on w1th a.s 
many 3.nswaro as you can. \Va::lt for your teaohe.~~ r a 
s![5nt:ll to begin. 
Bobby iiiartin spent ooot of his time looking in th windows 
of the Acme Toy Store. Since he had outgrown his old bike, 
Bobby ha.d his eye on an expensive J:;nglish bioycle that cost 
sixty-five dollars ! When bio b1t,thday came near Bobby asked 
his par-ents for• t.he bicycle . 
,:J:'., L.artin shook his head . "I'm afraid we can t afford 
it. .t';i,p;'.~.t no , son. You~'ll have to earn the money yourself. 11 
How could a ten year old boy earn some IJOnay? 
-------··-----~-----------------------------
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E1abor t.r.vo '£l11l1 ina Exorcises 
DIRE:Ct'IO:n: :'i:a.~cri:lls neoc'.G.1 'lro a ,9onc11, ::l. red cr:'l.yonJ 
Group the children in teams of thl'ee, :·:1ch group choosing 
one secretary who 1s ~h aor1ba for ~h roup. H ve ~ c 11d 
fill 1 ~he names at the ~op of ~be paper. The1 1ll be 
e;1 en seveh 1 J..nut.es to read ~he a ~orr and. l1e t a.a ma.nr idtt 
as they can tl11n of. tS~er the first three minutes hAve the 
socretary d a t a red 11.ne 1th o crayon and oont1nue on, 
record1ne; answers. After the next two minutes, draw another 
red line. After the second t.wo ~1nute period have pupils 
stop \Vl"iting and checlt 3nswa;rs n1th the ana\'ler shea· · t:.hat will 
ba passed out. ·r.tslte OU"'e that the child is a.uare of how many 
ansv1ers he 00t that were like tho answers on the anat7er ohaet., 
and ~-~ow m::~.ny a.nsnars were different froo those listed on the 
answer sheet. Collect the papero. 
ro i';~;:. .:,}!lJ..DH . .:.:~~: (After· (3rouping) "Secretaries~ wr.1 ~e you~· 
three naoea 1n the upper richt-hand corner, then write my name 
in t.he upper left-band corner. ·;;hen you are given the s1e;nal 
to be131n, you nlll read tho st.ory ~c the Group. EverybodY 
I 
will be tell1nc the aecret~ry what to Tir1te for answers. 
The secre~ary will be ~hinkin3 or some answers, too. After 
you ~ave worked for a ehort period of time~ I will sive you 
a oie;nal to dra:.v a red crayon line after t.he last answer which 
~·ou h3.V3 wr1 ::.ton. Go richt on ·:ro· ldnG then I will ~i ve you 
a oecond 2 i~al and you will dra~ ·anot~e~ ned lin& after 
your laot answer. When ~ha time is uv, 3ou ~tll p~~ yoUl~ 
pencils doT:m and I n1ll paas ottt a paper. ffith soma other 
peoplc•a a.nst'lers on it.. We'll see h0i'7 many- more answers 
we were able .to thinlt or." 





It was a dark night. There were stars in the sky but the moon had 
no·& come up :y-et,. The two boys were lost in the woods and they were get-
ting eold and hungrya They had wandered away from the campsite that 
afternoon and couldn't find their way baoka 'fhey sat down and we~e 
thinking about their warm blankets next to the aampfire and the supper 
the othe~ boys were probably eating, when through the trees they saw 
a lighto 
'What eou1d it have been? 
1 
1p people looking for them 
2 0 campfire 
34 other boys lost 
41) forest fire 
5. eyes of an animal 
6., forest ranger 
7o hunters 
8 0 hobo making a camp nearby 
9 o prisoners trying to escape 
10. hermit shacks 
11 it moon coming up 
120 flashlight · 
134 firefly 
14o piece of mirror 
154 piece of steel 
16. piece of glass 
17. spark 
18. spot light 
19 . light on a bicycle 
20 1J tower light 
21. light on a plane 
22 0 lantern 
23 . tin plate 
24. search light 
25. knife 
2 
rtSally," said !-Irs. Johnson, "I have to go to a P.T . A. meeting this 
afternoonQ I'm leaving you in charge of Johnny o" 
nokay, Mom I" answered her daughtero 
After MrsQ Johnson left, Sally went to see what Johnny, her two-
year-old brother, was doing() Finding him playing with his toy trucks 
on the porch. she bent down and joined in the playq 
What are some or the many things that older brothers and sisters 
can do with children when they are baby-sitting? 
2 
"1 0 Read a st;o:r-y t.o them 
.. 
• 2o Build bloch:s 
3o Go for a walk 01~ fishing 
4 .• Play in the Eand 
5o Sv.Iing 
60 Have a snack 
7o Watch T.V4 
Bo \>/rite and draw together on a bla.ckbof;\rd 
9, Sing a song or dance 
10" Ride bicycles 
11 .. ~1ake a boat or sail a boat in a tub 
12 0 Make mud pies 
13o ~atch others play 
14o Look f'or pretty rocks or leaves 
15o Pick wild flowers 
16o PLay games 
17 0 Play "pretend" 
18 0 Play tiith toys 
19~ Take them to the zoo, circus, carnival, or the park 
20u Cut out pictures or look at magazines 
21 ., Color in a. coloring book 
3 
Robert Stacey was a millionaireQ He had anything he wantedo One 
day he ordered a house to be built., \'lhen it was finished 1-t; had no doors 
or "1indows ., 
\ihy did he have a house made like that? 
1 0 He wanted publicityc 
2o He was keeping his raother-in-laH as a pl~isoner, 
1. He didn't like sunlight., 
4o Ha t..ranted to build them himselfo 
5. He like dro"kness. 
6{'1 He didn't want people staring at hirno 
7,_ He didn't want ball players breaking his windowso 
8Q He was sickc 
9o He wanted priv8.~Yo 
10., He didn't want to go out. 
1 1 a He didn't like to wash windows. 
1 ~0 He didn•t want bill collectors coming to his houseo 
13. He didn't want the neighbors to hear his children practicing violinso 
14. He didn't like fresh a.irc 
15o He didn't want flies to get in ... 
160 He d:l.dntt like to put the eat out~ 
17 .. He didn 1 t like to clean houseo 
18 .. He ·didn't want anyone to see him undresso 
19 .. He wanted to use his flashlight.o 
20 o He was mad. 
21. He didn't like answering doors. 
221) He wanted to p~otect himselr from enemies. 
23o He didn't 1-'ITant to spread any diseases. 
21~. He didn't t'llant people to see the inside of his house. 
25. Hewanted to keep out draftso 
____________________ u ________ _ 
4 
One morning the family was awakened by a loud, "r>Ieow, meow! 11 
GrRdually V~ther. Father, and each child got out of bed to look for 
the fmdily kitten, Blackie, and to find out why he was crying. Sur-
prising as it may seem, they could not find him anywhere9 Still the 
crying continued, so they tried to follow the soundo 
If Blackie were your cat where might you look for him? 
§p~ewhere in the house 
1., In the attic 
2,. In t he cellar 
3 .. I n the chimney 
h. .. I n the t...rall 
5o In a drawer 
6 0 In a closet 
7o In a box or basket 
4 
8 o In a bag (yarn, laundry, paper) 
9., In a cabinet 
10 ., In a doll house 
11o In a brief case 
1?. 0 In a carriage 
13o In a boot or shoe 
1l~o Behind the refrigerator, radiator, piano, desk, furniture 
1.5o Under the stove, table plant, sLnk, chair, magazine, bed 
16o Caught in a storm "ff.dndow, umbrella 
SoMewhere Outdoors 
17., Under the porch 
1A In a barn or shed 
19 o In a 1-rell 
20 ., On a fence 
21 0 In a car 
22 ,. In a garbage pail 
23 .. On a telephone pole 
21 ~ ., Behind plants 
25 .. Up a tree 
~6 .. On the roof' 
27,. On a t;i~ellis 
2flo Someone was taking him away 
----------------·-·-··---------- --------------~--------------
5 
Nancy Carroll was enjoying her vacation at the seashore, even 
though she had to take care of her little brother~ Johnnyo They spent 
most of thei~ time at the beach--swimming, collecting shells~ &~d 
building sand caatleao One day as they were playing in the sand, Nancy 's 
shovel hit something so hard that the handle or the shovel broke offo 
She s.nd Johnny both started to dig with thell'a hands to find ou·h 111hs.t 
they had diecoverado 
What things could have been buried in the sand? 
5 
1 0 trea ure chest 19 .. knife , 
2() ock 20 0 brick 
3o bottle with message in it 21 0 tool 
ho kelaton 22 ., toy boat 
5o trunk 23o board 
6o box t-rith a map 24., shovel 
7o suit case 25 o cannon 
li. bag of gold 26., barrel 
9., skull 27 . cane 
H> . bag of jel-rels 28 0 sunken ship 
11 .. big shell 29 . cable 
12 0 telescope 30 ., wheel 
13 o pail 31 Q turtle 
1 !~. part of a missile 32. bomb 
15., gun 33 <1 meteor 
16., trap door 3}~·0 torpedo 
17 0 drift "~-~'OOd 35o sunken plane 
1 A<> bottle 36 o bone 
-----
6 
:t<Tro Smith tvas a new member on the schoolboardo He wanted to see 
3ome changes n~de 0 
vlhat changes tvould you make at school? 
6 
~1. Teachers strict but understandL'lg 
2. Put in bigger gyms 
3o Longer hours 
4. One day off in the midnle of th week ~or homework 
So Longer eating period and recess 
6. Books geared to own level 
7o Special classes for exceptional children 
B. More science courses 
9a Every room with an encyclopedia 
10a Teach Roman and Greek history in the lower grades 
11 0 I . Qo tests every year 
12/ More field trips 
13 ., Stay after school for punishment 
1 t~ .. Free lunches for teachers 
15o Every class have a small library 
16. Language s taught 
17a Machines for lunches so cafeteria could be discontinued 
1Aa Every seat in a sound proof room 
i9o Choice of meals in cafeteria 
~Oo Special classes for those who want to go ahead 
? 
• 
J s David came up the we.lk» his dog Sandy ran to meet him. sa.-·1dy 's 
tail tJas wagging joyfullyo David, however, was not so happyo He had 
jnst learned that in the new apartment into 1·rhich they i..rere pla..'"'ll"ling 
to move next week, the owner had said, "No dog s allowedo" 
1-Jhat could have happened ·t;o Sandy? 
7 
~ The family found another a.par·tnwnt or houseo 
'.the ne1" landlord make an exception and let them keep Sandy o 
o Sandy diad0 
~ David was so sad that his father decided they wouldnot moveo 
~ The apartment house buPned down so they couldn't moveo 
) Father bought the apartment houseo 
~ Sandy ran away" 
, Father sold Sandy to a pet shop 0 
, The family bought anew peto 
ta Sandy was given to the dog poundo 
o Sandy was given to a rriend where David could visit himo 
~a Sandy vas given to some scient1sts0 
·o Sandy was given to a veterina~ian~ 
. 0 Sandy was stolen .. 
o Sandy was given to a oircuso 
G Sandy was given to the new ot~ar of their houseA 
o Sandy was given to a sheep farmero 
8 
Pierre was a new boy at the Colrnnbus Schoolo His mother and father 
had both died when sickness had spread throug11 the little village in 
France 6 where Pierre had livedo Then his aunt had sent for him to come 
to America to make his home with hsr. He came on a giant passenger plane. 
He felt so lonely-- mia~ing his parents, schoolmates and all the familiar 
scenes of his homeland. 
Now he must face these strangers staring at him~ wondering who he is, 
and why he cannot speak their languageo. He tried to understand the tall, 
friendly looking teacher, but he could not understand what she was saying 0 
What people helped Pierre feel at home in America and how? 
• 
8 
1o Church mernbers--vie1 coming him to church 
2o Aunt--cooked American food 
3. School friends-- helped him to get along 
!~ .. Neighbors-- taking him on trips 
5a Policeman-- taught him safety rules 
6 .. Scoutmaster-- told him how boys and girls 
7o Passengers on plana- - helpedhim t;o enjoy 
A ~ Principal-- helped him to get acquainted 
9o Relatives- showed him points of interest . 





______ ... ____ _ 
--~---------·----------------
9 
It was Saturday! Janet woke up early and jumped out of bed 0 She 
ressad quiokly, ran down the s ·ta:trs, and ate her breakfast . "Goodbye ~ 
om!n she called as she raced out the door . When Janet reached the aide-
alk she was joined by her n.s.xt door neighbor and together they rushed 
Ol\.'11. the street. 
lfuepe could the girls have been hul:"rying to? 
9 
10 To join their scout troop that was going on e. hike 
2o To join thei cla s that w s going on a field trip 
3 To the store to buy refreshments for an aftern on party 
ho To play l'd th friends 
5Q To see if the polliwogs had become frogs yet in a nearby pond 
6 0 To attend sewing, swim..vrd.ng, or dancing class 
7o To go shopping in the city with friends 
Ro To mail a long delayed letter 
9o •ro get to the meeting at Sunday school 011 time 
10 0 To make a snow fort or snowman before the snow melted 
11 q To see a fire 
12o To catch a train, bus, or subway to get to the circus, fair, 
parade, beach, rodeo, zoo, museum, or park. 
10. 
On his way home from the jungle, Jop~ found a baqy lion in the 
bush.. At first he v1as very frightened, but soon he discovered that 
she was too small to do any harmo Carefully Jo!m picked her up and 
t.ook her home. She became a very lovable pet, but she grew so fast, 
that there was not enough room for her in the house. John's father 
suggested that they le·~ her loose in the ju..'1gle where she belongedo 
How many endings to this story can you think of? 
--------------------------------------------------------------------·------
----.--------
--------------------------------------~---------------- · · ----~--~ 
10., 
1., She had been in cap-'· i vit, ~ sn long, and had become so used to humans.: 
t,hat she forgot how t.o hrmt . ., Shs oi.lldn 1 t get her food so she st.arved .. 
2 o They let her loose in .. li~1e jtmgle ... but she returned and was the boy's 
lif'e-J.ong friendo 
3., She rescued the family from a wild animalo 
L.. She was captured by hunt,ers and taken to a zoo .. 
5. She protected the boy against all other animals, so they couldn't send 
her awaye 
6.., The family v•as hungry and the lion found food for theme 
7. ....,he had cubs and brought ·i:,!'!em to the boy for pets e 
8~ The boy built a pen for he.~., outside or in t,he cellar, and help her in it. 
9o She was so taiiE they J-Ut her in a circuso 
10. John visited her in the jung:!..eo 
lla She ~s killed in some fayo 
12., Another boy found hero 
13 .. They turned her loose and she became queer of the jungle. 
lh .. John begged his fat ... er until he said John could keep her. 
15 .. Jolm gave her to a f'riendo 
l6o Jolm sold her t.o a ::.ome for animals~ 
17.. She V!as so tame the-.r usGd her in mo·t.ion pictures o 
18~ She ran away~ 
19~ She found a mate~ 
20., John c:;.~ied but he got o·re:<.' j_·;;.., 
2L She had cubs before she le::>& so she couldn't leave. 




Johnny found a baby skunk. Its mother wae nowhere around. 
Perhaps ahe had been killed on the road at night.. The baby skunk 
WP.B too little to take care of itself, so Johnn,y picked it up and 
carried it hans .. 
What problemf: would Johnny's family hue in keeping a skunk 
!or a pet? 
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1. Ci:>uld they tmoo it? 
2. Could they deodorize it? 
.3. What kind of food should it eat? 
4. rloul.d it ba happy in a houee? ... 
~. What kind of pen mould it be kept in ? 
6. Would it get along -well with other animals? 
7. How voldd vi rl tors like it? 
8,. How ~ould they exercise it? 
9. Would it miE~ its mother? 
10. Would it mass up the houa!? 
11. What would they name it? 
12. How would they give it mUk and food when it was veey tiny'? 
13. \olould they get another skunk for a C0111Danion? 
l4. How would they teach it to behave well? 
].!,. Where would it sleep? 
/OL 
There war an old, old house, irihich pcor}e s:·-id ;ns h;•unted. 
The Ehutters -wtc-re hanfinr by one hinr:e, the door w:s half OT-en, and the 
glaf;E :in the 1dndm-rs w~s brot en. One day a l-lO!I'an went intide and people 
heard her scrPa~inp. ~~at do you think haprened to the wo~an? 
--·-····-----------·· ·--· --·-·--- . ·--·-·-
- ~-- · ··-----·-·· -- ··· --·-------· .. - --~------------------·-·--------·-----------
----------------····· ----·---------------------------· 
-~ ·- ·-·------·--·- h•·-·------- ---·-
·---------------- ·--
----------------·----------·--·- ·--- --·- ....... ·--- ··--·------· -·-----------
----------·--· ··· ·· ···- --·-
--------------------------------------·------------ -
--------·-·---- ·-- ____ ........ ···-- -·- -
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l.. S10 died .. 
2. She :fell down a trap door. 
3. A mouse scared her. 
4 . Somebody ·uas seti.li'ehing Wor her end bumped into her .• 
5. Ste saw a ghost. 
6~ Sbe did it to ~ool other people. 
7. Sle fainted. 
8. She fell snd broke he1• leg. 
9.. Someone grabbed hsr .. 
10., Sle saw a dead body. 
1.1. Sle saw an ugly facE' through the darkness. 
12. She · saw a cat. 
13. Sle walked into a epider in his web. 
l4. Sbe saw a shadow ot ·a hand w1 th a knife. 
~. She step~d on a nail. 
lb. Plaster fell on her. 1 
17. Somaone breathed down her back. 
18.. A brick fell down from the chbmey. 
19. A piano began to play by itself. 
20. She wae bitten by a snake. 
21. Sle saw a skeleton. 
#13 
One day o. boy started otf ror achool. He didn't aee anyone else, 
which was very unusual. Whsn he got there he weE very surprised. 






1. IJg could havo been dreaming. 
2. A tornado blew 1 t away. 
3. A fire burned it. 
4. It had been torn down. 
'· 
'!be wind blev 1 t away .. 
6. Magic made it disapnear. 
7. The school had been moved. 
B. He took the wrong road. 
9. A hurricane knocked it down. 
lC. The bay wa lost. 
ll. The school sank into the fraund. 
12. The snow had covered it. 
13. The school tell apart.. 
14. Some thiewes broke it. 
15. The boy had moved and forgot it. 
16. A witch put a spell o~ it. 
17. A giant .cntmPd it with hie foot. 
18. It was bombed. 
19. Lightening de!troyed it. 
20. There was so lllUCb fog that he couldn •t eee~ it. 
21. There was a nood and it floa:ted muJ.y. 
22. There was r;omething Wl•ong with hie eyee. 
Teacher' a Nmne 
-----------------
atzy and Billy lived near the oc~an. They liked to take long 
walks on the beach, hunting for treasures va·shed in by the high 
waves. Once, aftel' a storm, they found an especislly wonderful 
treasure-an old rowboat with just a li-J:,tle leak. 
\rilnt could you do with an old rowboat with a leak? 
--------------------------------------------
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1.. Fix it up. Gat. :;ome eork and p tch up the leak .. 
2. Find the o;msr and gat a reward. 
3. fell it .. 
4. Take it home and uoo i t as firewood. 
5. UEe it to get to an i2land close by. 
6. fum it 07er and u~ it for a hideout. 
7. Tip it over and pla;:r in it. 
a. Uae it tor an ice boat. 
9. :rieh in it. 
lC. Float it. 
11. Pretend it is a submarine and put a pariseopa through the ho!le. 
12. Make believe you are on an ocean voyage. 
13. Make believe you are Columbu£ sighting land. 
~. Pretend to be the Pilgrim~ landing in New F.ngland. 
lS. Make believe an ocesn liner has just sprung a leak and is Binking at !ea. 
16. Pretend you hit an icebe~. 
17. Use it for a fort.. 
18. Ple;y pirates pnd use it for a pirate ehip. 
19. PUt plants in it snd ue-e it for a decoration. 
20. l.fake it into a apace ship. 
21. Uee it to make a pcq.r of skis. 
22. Use it to make a dog house. 
23. Make it into a racing ear. 
24. Uze it to make a hut. 
25. t.fake a surf boS!ld out of the longest board. 
26. Use it to make a nma)]er boat. 
27. Make a motorboat out o! it. 
28. 1.,ake a haure boat out of it. 
- 15 -
Te cher' a Name 
-----------------
Duke was the faithful old dog of the Martin tam:lly. WhP.n the 
children were little a..tld fuke was a puppy, they had great fun together, 
running am playing. But as the years went by, Du.ke got lazy and less 
playful.. He now spent most of his time ~eping--in the middle ot the 
noor. One day when at san tripped over him, she said angrily, "Duke •s 
getting to be a big bother. I Wish we could get a new dog." 
However~ ~ornething happened that mach! Duke a hero and made Slsan 
change her mind. 
'What things might have happened? 
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" 
l. He -.rorned the people that a fire had started .. 
2 ~ He caught a burglar .. 
3. He pulled the baby away from a ear. 
4. He won a prize in a dog contest. 
s. He saved someone from drowing. 
6. He ate some pi)isonoua food-then people didn't eat it. 
7. He warned the people that a pipe had been broken in the 
cellar. 
8. He went to get the doctor for mother. 
9 .. He ehlped a blind man acroass the street. 
10. He helped an old lady carry her basket .. 
ll. He stopped a man from kidnapping at san .. 
12. Be found a bag of money when he was digfl'ing .. 
13. He found a lost aheep in the hills. 
u.. He kept t.he baby in the yard. 
lr16 
Ji.nurtv t-tas v1Eiti.ng hie grand-mother in New York. Today "t1af his 
last day to go exploring. When he went into a bir depP.rtment store, 
. 
the toy Ehe!tcaught his eyes. As he reached out to touch the little 
toy fire engine, a big bell began buzzing in the other end ~ tm store. 
People stopped to stare at him and a rnan with bi~ .feet c~ne running in 
his direction. Jimmy drop-ned the fire engine and etarted wBlking toward 
the nearest exit. '~at questions arf. lett unanswered in this Etory? 
---------- -------~----~--.....-------------~-- .. 
----------------- • w•- ••·----- --·-----
----------------------..--------------·-·--·-..__w.;_.__ ___ ._. ;.--··-· 
----------·-----·---•-•w• .. .;•·---_,..,,_,_ -...... ,. .. _, ___ .... ,..,.,.._ .. --·--- -··--- ···-·• ........... _._.,._.._ . -
-----------------·-·---· 
--------- -----~--·---·---·--...... ~~·- •• • NOO ....... .. ........ . . - ...... ··-··· · · · 0 - ·· ... --
__ .. _.., __ ,....._ _____ --~-:---------
----------------·-·----
---------------~------_. ... ............_ _________ __ 
--------------------·---... - .. --·--···-·--.·-·--... ·-----··----...... -.. 
------------·---··--· -------------------- .. 
1.. Who was the men? 
2 • 'Why did the bell ring? 
3. ~at happened to UiJnm.y1 
4. Was the fire engine valuable? 
S. \tlhere was the exit? 
6. J;>id he make the bell ring? 
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7. \-lly were the people staring at him? 
a. Did he want the fire engine? 
9. Was the bell burglar alarm? 
io. How old was Ji~ 
ll. Was he f'oing to buy the fire engine? 




A spaceman vas fiy:ing to a planet in his rocke~ ship. When he 
landed, he climbed out or spaceship and waJ.ked a few hundred :f'Pet. 
Slddenly he heard a roar: He turned around and saw that his epaceship 
had taken orr without him! 
What questione are left ttnanSNered in this story? 
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l. \-Jhe.t made t,he spaceG.h.ip leave? 
2.; \~at planet l':as the Bp3.(.-eman f'rall? 
3. On what planet did he land? 
4. Where idd t he Gpaceship go? 
S. Itld t he roar come fl•Jm the space ship? 
6. What 11118 he lv-earing'? 
7. What was the temperature? 
8. What did he eat? 
9. What W the spaceship look like? 
10. What disposition did the man have? 
11. How old was l't...e? 
12. Did he die? If he didt how? 
13. Did he have any friends? 
14. Was he ever rescued? 
l5. Did he leave the engine on? 
16. How old wae the planet he landed on? 
17. How r~et did the spaceship go? 
18, Was there gravity en that planet? 
19. What. was his mission? 
20. \ere the people on earth wot"l""led? 
21. How much atmosphere was there? 
22. Did things grow there? 
23. \flen did this happen? 
~. Were there ariy other living creatures on the planet? 
It eo, were they friendly'? 
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Jimlny was spending the BWnlr!Sr at his friend BUly•s eabin in Maine. 
The two boY'S met. an old fishel"Man in town called Captain Bob who taught 
them how to sail. One dark, cloudy day Jimrt'lY and Billy decided to go 
fishing. The;r saUed far out into the ocean even though Captain Bob had 
warned them many times to at2G"' olo:te to shore. '11ley didn 1t cseem to 
notice that the water ws getting rougher and rourher. When they tried 
to go back they found that they couldn't steer thP boat. Slddenly a 
stro~ wind came and blew them farther and farther out into the ocean. 
What could have happened to the boys? 
I 
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1 .. T"ney doolollled .. 
2. 'Ihe boat tipped over. 
3. They drifted to an island. 
4. A whale swallowed them. 
5. They got seasick. 
6. Billy's father reecuec them. 
7. They crashed into some rock E. 
8. They were caught in a l!lhi.rlpool. 
9. They met an oeean liner. 
10. Tney landed near a lighthou ae. 
11. They swam back to fhore. 
12. 1'hey 1'01·:ed the boat back. 
1.3. The storm vas over soon. 
14. They landed on a big rock. 
15. Captain Bob rescued them. 
16. A police boat picked tbem up. 
17. They f'ound an old ahipwrecked ship with a treasure. 
18. They were eaten by a shark. 
l.9. Their boat had a laak and sank. 
20. '.nley f'ound a pirate ship. 
21. Some men came in a P. T. boat and rescued them .. 
22. Some tishermen saw them and retscueel thea~ 
#19 
"1 w.:l.Eh people could ruddenly chang~ into something different," 
eompla:ined Dick. "I am tired of being- a boy.'' 
Hie father certainly surpri:sed to hear these l<tords. 
"WhY Dick," he remarked, nWhat is the matter'? What ltrould you like to be?" 
"I would like to be the trlnd! 11 Dick :.nswered excitingly. "If I were 
the wind, what fun I would have!" vbat a~ some thoughts th~t mAy have 
corr.e _into Dicke e mind? 
-----------------·----------------------------- ~ ·· .. --·-------. - -
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1. Blow money into the hands ot people who need it. 
2. Hurry people along to where they were going. 
3. Push oars, trains, and buses. 
4.. Blow over fences and posts. 
5. Blow planes into the air. 
6. m.ow food to the doors of needy people. 
1J Lift rocks trom the ground. 
a. Blow dcnm plante, trees, and buehes. 
9. Blow the ocean awq from the shore. 
Ao~ Blow boat.s and ships. 
u. Blow av:i.ngs into the air. 
12. Steal hats ott. 
13. m.ov coats ott or make people put them on. 
:U.. Blow seeds arOund. 
lS. Blow mow to make snow dritts. 
16. Blow flags. 
17. 11Zplore the univeree and eee all the coantriee. 
18. Dry clothes on the line. 
19. Blow amd. 
20. Blow balloons. 
21. Untie !!!hoe laces. 
22. mow the birds. 
2). Be a hurricane or tol"'lado. 
- 20-
Teacher• e Name 
----------------
Mi.ke, the dog trainer at. the circus, was hsving the dogs 
practice jumping through hoops. The horse trainer wae teaching 
hie ponies to follow each other around the circus ring. A mort 
distance away a little lady, dressed in pink tights, alid down the 
tnmk of the clumsy elephant. 
"lo{y', those animals certainl7 are smartS" ob•erved one man 
'\,&be watched the training eeed.on. 
Can you think or other things which might show the inteJ.l.iuence 
or animals? 
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1 • .Anim31s learn to beg tor food. 
2. Animals can be taught to do tricks. 
3. 'l'hey leam to obey their masters. 
h. Slme dogs can leam to count. 
S. Dogs get newspapers and do errands. 
6. Doga can be taught to roll over. 
1. Doge lead blind people. 
8. Horses learn to race. 
9. Elephants anarch in a circle, trunk to tail. 
~.o. Doge are trained to hunt. 
U. Bears can be taught to ride bicycles. 
12. Horses learn to stand on hind ]_.egs. 
13. Monkeys rollerskate or ride biloee. 
14. A seal can balance a boll on its noee. 
lS. A dog can be taught 'to be poll te and not paw people. 
16. A lion trainer can · teacth lions to etand on stools. 
17. Sleep dogs are trained to help the tanner. 
18. The Anrr:f trained doge tor the K-9 Corps. 
19. Rnsk1es pull eleds mer the enow. 
2(). Dogs can be trained: to be good watch dogs or police dogs. 
21. Bloodhounds track down people. 
' 
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Susan stood on a. chair and watched while ~totber 
sifted flour to make a chocolate cake. 
110h dear I II sighed ~other. .. I haven It any esse. 
Susan. \Vill you run over to r~s. Dresser's house and 
ask her 1t I may borrow tour esse?" 
Susan promptly started on the errand tor her mother. 
can you think of ways 1n which neighbon might 
help each otbor? 
----------------------~---------------------------------------------
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1. Water flowers or care for plants. 
2. Borrow cards, card tables, or oha1rs. 
3. Babya1t for each other. 
4. Transport children to school or to ~us1o lessons. 
5. Cut the grass or mow the lawn. 
6. Rake leaves. 
1. Cut bushea, plant grass. 
8. Shovel snow. 
9. Cook food when the ~other is sick. 
io. Loan tools, gadgets, or electrical things. 
11. Loan food supplies. 
12. Help change a flat tire. 
13. Care for pets, when neighbors are away. 
14. Play ~ames with children. 
15. Help if someone 1s hurt. 
16. Men share rides goinG to work. 
17. Help paint the house. 
18. Help get the car started. 
19. Set or wash hair. 
20. Let neighbors use the telephone. 
21~ rJiail letters or brins mail from 'the post office. 
22. Go to the store or do errands. 
23. Help neighbors get into the house if they are locked out. 
.. 22 ... 
One night dur1ne; a hurricane John and his nother w<.\'e 
alone in the house. Suddenly they heard something fall o., 
the root and the house became da~k. He and his mother 
couldn't investigate until John's father came home. They 
waited and uaited, but he didn't come. 
Why didn't John's father come home? 
----------
1 






lo He stopped to help people in troubleo 
2o He spent the night in the hospitalo 
3o His car was floodedo 
4o The bridge was washed outo 
5o The dam burato 
6o He got losto 
7o He had to work .that nighto 
Bo A tree £ell on his caro 
9o He got trapped in his caro 
lOo He lost .his keyso 
llo A tree blocked the roado 
12o Some live wires fell across the roado 
l3o lhs car ran out of gaso 
14o Hls car stalledo 
l5o Hio car stalledo 
16o His car ran off the roado 
l7o His car borke downo 
18o He had to make a detouro 
19o His fights went outo 
.... 23 -
Dan a.nd J1m were scientists. l'hey had been working on 
a new experiment for several weeks. FinallY the solut1on 
was ready and Jim drank the potion down. Before Dan's eyes 
.. ~·1m w.as 3ettir.g smallel' and smaller. Soon t.here Wa.!J a small 
1
'"P'->P" and J1nt disappeared from view. 
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1. What was in the potion? 
2. Did Jim ever come back? 
::; • Where did Jim go'? 
4. \Ybat happened to Dan? 
5· Were J1m1 s clothes still there? 
6. Did Jim's clothes shrink? 
1. How much did Jim drink? 
8. How old were the sc1ent1sts? 
9~ Where did 1t take place? 
10. When d1d it take place? · 
11, Why didn't Dan drink 1t? 
12. Could Dan make something to make Jim reappear? 
13. Did the potion work? 
14. \Vha~ was the experiment? 
15. Who was s~pervising the exper,ment? 
16. \Vhere d1 they get. the idea'? 
17. Where did they 3et the ingredients? ..... ·· 
18. How tast did Jim shrink? 
19., What did it prov0? 
20. How d1d they decide who was to drink it? 
21 .. Did Dan call tor help? 
22. \iha.t color was the potion? 
23~ \'ihat did it taste like? 
24. Did Dan get a masn1ty1ng glass to see 1s he could t1nd J im? 
- 24. 
The Bensons were traveling by covered wagon. Father~ 
;~other, and three children, Sally • i.lartha, and Roger, were 
going to cross our creat countrys find a. good plaoe to 
settle, and build a home for themselves. 
If you ware traveling out weat with your family this 
year, why would it be an easier trip than the one the 
Benaons took? 
---~----------·--···-·-----· -----------------------
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l. You \70Uld need only a weelt to set. there. 
2. You could eat at a restaurant. 
3e You could. oto) at motels alone; the way. 
4. You would naet ::mch traff1c. 
s. You would travel on super highways. 
6. You would GO through busy cities. 
1. You would h3.VS to sto:> for sas. 
a. You would have a coratortable· t.r1p. 
9. You could watch r.v. in motels .. 
10. You WO,lld not see many Indians. 
11. You would not have to take your furniture. 
12. You could wash your clothes at laundromats along the wayo 
... 25 -
All ::,orn1ng on Thanlta~iv1ng Day John ha.d been watching 
the bi3 bowl of nuts h1a oother had put out for the 
company to eat. John loved nuts, but his mother had 
said he couldn't have any until later, when everyone had 
come and dinner was over. 
Finally the moment arrived when his mother said~ 
"O.K., now! 11 He sa.t do\1tl in front of the bowl, but he 
ate only one nut. 
\1hy did he ea.t only one nut~ 
-------·--------
----· _________ . _.,_ .. ____ ... ... . 
------·-·---·---·-·--·--- -- ------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------
- ··--·--··-----·- --··-·- -··--------------------------
• 
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1. There wao only one nut left. 
2. He didn't l1lte tho taste. 
3. He was fu~l. 
4. fhe one he ate was rotten. 
s. He was afraid of getting too fat. 
6. He wanted to share them \71th the squirrels. 
7. Hie mother made him stop after one. 
B. His friends called him out. 
9• rhey made his mouth hurt. 
10. He didn't want to be selfish. 
11~ He wanted to save some for his sister. 
12. He fell asleep. 
13. He changed his nind.. 
14. He b~oice a tooth. 
15. He d1dn 1 t have a nut cracker. 
16. '.i'hey ware just ahella. 
17. The bowl broke and ~he nuts fell on the floor. 
18. They weren't his f'avori -~os. 
19. He couldn't break the sl1ell. 
20. He had just brushed his teeth. 
21. He wanted to be politea 
22. They were stale. 
23. They were artif1c1alo 
.. 26 ... 
Joe took his pet. 1~11iten \'!ith him when he went to visit 
his g~a.ndi'ather. When :i.t wt>.s time to go home, Grandfather 
turned to the oat and said, tt Now that you have found the w~, 
come again." 
The cat answered, "I'll be delighted to aome. 11 
What would happen if suddenly pets could talk? 
_________ ...;..._ ___ ..... , .. ___ .... _ .. _. ____ ,_ __ .. _.,_ ........ ______ .,., .. ___ ... ,,. ~-·--...... __ .,. _____ .. ____ _ 
---------------------·------------~----------------------------------------
-----~-·-----·--- ------·-- ..... ___________________________ _ 
~-- ... --~----- ...... ·---- .. ·-··· ·• ~ -- ........ .... ... -.-............ - .- ...... --.. -__ ., ....... ,, ......... -........... ,--~· ....... ._ ~---------·~~--
-----------·-·----· 
------~--· ~-.. --------~----------------_;._. ________ _ 
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If pats could talk, they could -
1. Help us invent things. 
2. Tell us what they ~ant to eat. 
3. Tell ue when they want to go 1n or out. 
4. Answer back. 
5. Iell us to keep quiet when they want to sleep. 
6. Answer the telephone. 
7. Wake us up. 
8. Tell us things we don't kn9Wo 
9o Tell us where they have been. 
10. Tell us when they are sick. 
ll. Warn us when danger is near. 
12. Enter family conferences. 
13. Help with homework. 
14. Tell whe.n someone was 1n troub1eq 
15. Object to being put into rockets. 
16. Tell scientists information from rockets. 
17. Help blind people better. 
18. Teach animal school. 
19. Be spies. 
/ 
20. Teach their young more quickly--they wouldn't have to ahow themo 
21. '£ell us about the weather. 
22. Doge a.t do5 shows could tell how they felt about the other dogs~ 
23 . Fish could tell us when their water should be chang~dc 
24. People could no longer keep secrets. 
25. Parrot s wouldn 1t be considered so smarto 
' 
/;27 
John wasn't satisfied with the way we people looked. He wished he had 
another eye on the back of hiE head so that he didn •t have to turn around 
to rec. llow would you lH:e to have a hur..an being chan red and why? 
- 27-
1. Extra hand to hold otrinG when you tie bundlaa. 
2. ·rwo hea.da to thin!: better. 
3. .7heels instead of lees. 
4. Hair t.ha.t never GI'OTIS so tha~ you ·:1ouldn't have ~o have 
your hair cut o!'ten. 
5. reeth that donrt decay. 
6. 3'tomack rie;ht for any kind of food .• 
1. B~ain that has ~ho ansTier to everything. 
8. Flexible size ·-- even invio1ble, so that you cou·~n't be s en. 
9. Body that :reeiots a.ny illness, oo that you could aliVay s pla 
10. X-ray eyes, o:. t.hat. you ce.n see thre:u13h bunclles~~ 
11~ :7incn t.c fly. 
12~ Extra stomach to at:. ore ~or0 food. 
13. Gille tc breathe in w·st.er. 
146 Extra nose l:.o smell tbinge, \"then you have a. co1d. 
15. Insulated skin t: be cold in oumr:!er and warm in winter 
16. Ears that are fluoh w1th o~d.n: oe: th'l.t you don • t have t o wash. 
17 . Long tails s~ that you could h~ng fro~ trees. 
18. ·ran fingers on eacl:. hand, so that you can ;.,lay piano b "ter 
19. ~ebbed fe~t, sc that you can sNlrn bet~er. 
20. Bu1ltcs1n corupass to sbo''T where you are. 
21. Built-in lamp for n1ght-t1oe ren.dine. 
22 . No eye-brons, no :Oh::tt the~.- don't hava ~c be plucked. 
r STON UNIVERSITY 
EDUCATION LI BRARY 
Jobznv pressed· the button and the house revolved so ~t the aun 
shone in the w1Dt:lowB · ot his roomo He dialed a nwaber on the tel.Bphoue 
al'!d when biB 1mcle .answered~ h$ ~uld see a picture of bia uncle' a 
ttJ.CG on 'the tiDy monitor beside the pbona. Be f'licked aDOther switch 
and coul.cl see a picture ot his mothar preparing dinner 1n till& kitchen. 
•I•m putting yw.r steak on the radar stove. It will be read7 
in t'Wenty second$, ·Jobml;y. Come to dimtel'! 8 
. . 
Oan you think ot othel' fueinating inventions that will be in 
operation in the year 2000? 
' "'' • • '• •t-· I"' ,.., -• • 
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111. 0 'D 1 
2 ... onora '1 
":jo loat.i f,Jrn tu 
3. floa.t.i .... on 3.11 
5o I. ut.omoblla lt at l1 ed net c;~ 1 n 
6 P~per c. 0 he a 
'7 
·rur or b [5 ~0 C! . 
8o Bry cle n1ng mac n a J.n t e ho a 
9 r~aoh1nc by sounc1 wo.vea 
1 Houses t.ho.t c~m :lG ~ranop rt d 
.1 Sola.· lleat.1 ~18 
12 R.r-~dJant ll.e;h·~ 
3 T lavisi n .. tl1at n by atte ·y 
!4, R bots 
J.5c :,1ov1nc; s11ewalk .. 
16c ).) ... 1..1ble people 
:r 0 pill to mo.ka 'l mnn .y 
l8o CoJ.d pepp r 
l9o .1m electric broor.: th .. t, . 01..9 -11 '-h'7 1• ·a 0 
20o A. 00 w .. an :3 e th ... o -~ t u n 0 ,n 
side ca ... 't see us 
2lo Ar.t Oi3J lights t.o len•: .h n t.he d.~y 
- 29 -
As Bobby Green run down Lhe stairs for breakfast he 
could hear mis family wh1aperin~. i1hen he entered the k1t~hen, 
everyone became quiet. ~hen Jane, his little sister, be~an 
to giG~let No one expl~ined the Joke to Bobbf. He relt 
'Tery hurt tha.t he wasn't in on the faoily secret, but he 
-
said nothing. Bobby l~urried through brea.kfao t. and ro.n off 
to school.. 
"Do you think he Leard uo ::.allting?" a.sl~ed Jane. 
"I 1 t " 1-, h th r 11 '17 e '·''ouldn't ... ..,nt 1ope no , S::\ u er ~-~o e • . , """ 
Bobby to d1ocover the surprise we have in store for him 
a week before !:is birthday!'' 








3. f.!oney to buy whatever 
he \ltmted 
4. A boy so.::. ut uniform 
s. A new bike 
6. A horse or pony 
7,. A drum 
8~ An electric train 
9. A S.:).ilboa.t 
lO.A chemistry oet 
ll.A club house built 
for him 
l2.Some naw clothes 
13 11 A nevi sled 
14.some books 
lS.A bat, ball, and slove 
16~A stanp collection 
17.H1s own r.v. 
18.A portable radio 



















Tr1;>a and Viait,o 
A trip to Europe 
l~ppear on 'I'. V. 
iioviea 
cut rvest 
ro a. rodeo 
A ri(le on an airplane 
.i:o a. circus 
A rid.:; on a lira.in 
Eo sae the ;:ayflol1er and 
Plynouth Rook 
A boat ::.r1p 
Co i·1ew Yorlt City 
A picnic 
~o D1oneyland 
Hunt1n:_: nitl: Father 
Fie!1ine ~·:1 tb Fo.ther 
A baseball or football a a me 
~0 his r.;rand:nother'a 
to g. farm 
• 
1130 
Jody Ba'Yer was very excited. Today he \TnS starting on a trip that 
would take him to hiD new hoi'ISo HiE fathE:'r had bought a mine in Silver 
City, Nevada and had left a few ::onths before. T're. 3al:er hed gone with 
him to p,et settled before send:inr for Jody. Living with his aunt h~d been 
r..ice but r:ovir.g \.fest in 187C would be a wonderful adventure. How excited 
his life would be! \-by would it be fun to be a boy in the ~et in 1870? 
- 30 • 
A boy 1n the ilest in 1870 could -
1. Have a horse. 
2. OWn a gun and holster. 
3. Go to a rodeo. 
4. L1ve on a ranch. 
5. R1de in a covered wa~on. 
6. Know cowboys. 
7 • Help the miners. 
8. Round up cattle n1th cowboys. 
9. Learn rope tricks, 
10. Learn ~rick riding. 
11. Wear boots a.r.il cowboy su1t all the time. 
12. Shoot bears and buffalo. 
13. Search for 80ld. 
14. See Ind,.an t1f3hts. 
15. See r~.ttlesnaltes and othe7.:' animals. 
16. Help brand cattle. 
17. Rc-,pa: wild horses. 
18o Pt•act1ce shooting tin cans. 
19. ~ee a train robber.y. 
20. Play in abandoned mines. 
21. lJalte friends with an 
2~! . Help the sheriff. 
2~i . Find a ghost too. 
2'~· Ride into the deseJ:ot. 
25. D1e; a well. 
26o Explore caves. 
').7 ll all n . h. 
Indian boy. 
D~xectione f or Teat 
Din~crl;~:Ns to the teacher; Thio is the f!llret teat to bee n 
our study on ~laborative Thinking. The test takos tan 
minutes, "'hieh includeo t.he read. inc; of the a tory. rhey 
;ill need a pencil. rhey wri~e the ans ers on this paper 
and use the back, 11 necessary. 
D!R..!;C.C I ... dS to the children: 11Here is a. story about a 
little boy. who nasa problem. /~ter yo~ have read the story, 
see if you can help the little boy. Put your answers on thia 
paper and use the ba.clt, 1f you need to. Read.y------beg1n." 
(Collect the papers after tan minutes.) 
Teacher•a 
St:udant1 a Nama Dte Name 
---------------·-- ----------
__. "f ... . 
Dirsctio.mn Read the story. Answr t he question with as ~ answers 
as 70u can. Wait for rour teacher's sigDa.l to begin. 
Bil.J3 Gordon bad just joined a boy scout troop. His mother 
boU&ht bim the sh:lrt, hat:r and tie that he needed. Hie fatbsr taught 
him how to make a fire and pu.t up a tent. Billl' thought he knew all 
about scotttso 
At the f'1rst meet.ing the leader said,~ "ODS of the most iaportant 
rules for a boy scout is to do a good deed every da;y.n 
Bill3' was puzzled. "But wbat goOd deeds can a ten year old boT 
What good d~a could BiJ.l3 do? 











ELABORATIVE THINKING - TEST A 
Bill,: Gordon had Just joined a boy scout troop. His mother 
bought him the shirt~ hat~ and tie that he neededo His father 
taught him how to make a fire and put up a tent. Billy thought 
he knew all about scouts. 
At the first meeting the leader said~ "One of the mos~ 
important rules for a boy scout is to do a good deed every day." 
-Bill~ was puzzled. "But what good deeds caa a ten year old 
bo;r.. _do?" he a~ked. 
What good deeds could BillJ do? 
. tr.ABORATIVE THINKING - TEsT B 
' • • • .. : , . .. . , ,. - I .. 
- - -· - - - ·- . 
Bobb;r.. Martin spent mos~ of hi~ ti~~-aooking in the windows or 
the Acme Toy __ Sto_re. _ Since ~~ had out~wn hia old bike~ Bobl:)y- had 
. . • !. - - - - -- - - -
his e,:e _on an expensi!e ~~lish_ t:>ic;r..cl~ that cos~ ~ixty~f~T: ~olla~~! 
When his birthday. c~ near~ Bobby: a~ke~ h~s- pareBtl!!l for_ the ~ic~~e • 
I 
Mr. Martin snook hi~ head. "I'm afraid we can't afford it 
right now~ son. You'l~ have to earn the mone~~oUrself." 
How could a t.ea ~ear old bo~ earn ~orne m~ne7? 




















ELABORATIVE THINKING EXERCISE #1 
It was a dark night. There were stars in the s~ but . the moon 
had not come up ~e_t. _The two bo;u ___ _were lost in the woods and they 
were ~_tting____cold and hungry:. They__JJ.ad wandered away_ _from the camp= 
site that afternoon and couldn 8t find their way back. They sat down 
and were thinking _about their warm blankets next to the campfire and 
the supper the other boy_s were probabl;y: _eating,_ __ when through the 
trees they_ saw a light. 
What could it have been? 
~ORATIVE THINKING mRciSE /12 
"Sally~ said Mrs. Johnson~ ~'I have to g_o to a P.T.A. meeting 
this afternoono .J 8m leaving_ you, in charge o! Jo1mnx.• 
I • 
"Okay~ Moml~ · answered her daughter • 
After Mrs. Johnson 1e!t~Sa11~ .went to see what Johrley_8 her two-
year-old brother~ was doing._ -Finding_ _him playing_ with his toy trucks 
• 
on the porch~ she bent down and j_oined the playo 
' 
What are some of the many thirigs that olde~ brothers and sisters 
can do with children when thex: ~e bab~i tting? 
1. people looking. for them 
2. campfire· 
}. ot.her bo;JJ5 lost 
4 •. .forest fire 
5o eyes of an animal 
6. forest )ranger 
7. h.miters 
8. h~bo :·making a camp nearby 
9 ~ pi'i3o~r' teying_ _to escape 
10. ~on cd~ up 
11 .; flashlight 
12~ firefly 
13. piec~ _ or glasa 
14. ~pot- . ;I,ight 
15 . tower light 
16. light on a plane 
17 .•. lantern 
18. tin plate 
l9o sear9h .l1gbt 
' 
.. . 
20. ·~ipe or cigarette 
21. an owl 
22. l-ight on a nearb;y: r_oad 
23L bou.ep cabin or tent nearby 
24. something white 
25. flash of lightning 
26. light or lamp 
27. match 
28 .. candle 
29. &omething relecting 
30 .. tin foil 
31. firework• 
}2o .. atara 
}}._ gold 




3.8 o · aigl'l&l light a 
J9._ __ their camp 
,-., 
1. read a stor,r_ to thea 
2. give them somethins., to eat 
}._ take a walk 
4.o w.a tch telev.is.ion 
5~ p::).ay: g_ames 
. q ~ pl~i jf~th t01• 
. 7 ~ <?Olor or draw picture a 
a. pla,- ball 
r . 9 o play_: __ }louse · 
10~ have a 'nap 
11~ g.o ~o the store 
12_.. play_: __ cowbo~s and ~diana 
l}._ Plli'~- )ij.th them 
14 ~ plBJ:. AC;>J.la 
15~ P.lat_.w1:th pete 
16 ~ pia:\( 'hfde and seek 
17_; .take tliem to the park 
18; iJ.zii· A~ :eon i9.~ bUlld ·'olhoc~a 
20. pla;,: .. achool 
21. pad.nt picture• . 
22. liaten to reco~ , , 
21 • . dresa up_ o.r pl¢ ~pre~d:n 
24. .take thea to the beach 
25. nlay in the ·snow 
#2 
27. cu\ out picture• 
28. awing · 
29 o pl.ay in the 1andbox 
}Oo aail boata 
3lo .Plal' .cops and robbera 
3.~._ pl~q: carda 
33~t- P~ll1: tag 
34.~_do puzzle• 
35o . liaten to the ~adio 
)6 • . play doctor or nurae 
1I· pla): wr-ollow the ],eaderw 
3.8. dance . 
.39.-pl~ armr 
4_0._ g;.,v:e a puppet ahow 
4l. f:cy lei te.a 
4.2. give p~ggr~back videa 
ld.:. _juap rope 
44.. ride tricx:clea or bicy_:clea 
45• pl_~ __ -hopacotch 
46 ... take them to the circus or zoo #1• watch. others pl~ 
48 •. take thea for a ride 
h9 ._ work v·i th clq 
5.0. look at magazine• 








I ~ · 
~ -
' 'I' 








ELABORATIVE THINKING EXERciSE 1/3 
Robert Stacey was a millionaire. He ~~d anything he wanted. 
One day: he ord.ered a house to be built. ·When .;t was ~ .finished it 
had no doors nor windows. 
· , 
~ 4id he have a house buil~ like that? 
ELABORATIVE THINKING EXERCisE 1/4 
One morning the .family_ was awakened by a loud» RM&ow$1 meow!" 
Q.uickl~ J1o.ther»-father_p. -~d each chil:d g_ot _ ou~ of bed to look .for 
the :f'amil;y: ~itten,~~ :Blackie.~~- _a,nd to .find out why: he was cr,:ing. 
Surprising_ as it may __ seem,~~ they could not find him anywhere. Still 
the cr;y:ing__ continued.~~-- so they . . tried to .follow the sound. 
It Blackie were your cat where might you look for him? 
1. didn 9 t like sunl.ig_h t 
2. liked darkne·s~ . 
3• forg_ot to tel'l the builders . 4. didn vt want. people staring_ at h1m 
5. didn~t like people 
6 • . wanted privacy 
13 
7 o didn't want to go out 
8 left them out to save money ) 
9 • u.ed -it for a prison~ fort~ or _safe (for mone,: .. or possessions 
10: to k~ep out robbers.~~ animals .P- or fliee 
J.1 0 wanted to ~ awq_ from noise 
12 o wanted _a .b;j;deout . 
13. wanted to protect himself from eneMies 
14. he was mad · 15. didn v t w~t bill collectors or. salesmen around 
16. wanted to build thea bl.Uelf 
17. j.u.st fo.r ..fun 
18. wsed ~for a !all-out shelter 
£U• under some clothes 
2. in a closet or cupboard 25. under a pillow 
3. in a box or basketll hamper.~~ 
4._ behind the refrigerator 
to~ .c.hest 26. behind a curtain 
27. behind a plant 
5 • on 1;-oP of the r~frigera tor. 
. p~ und~~ . a chair 
-~1 . under , the table 
. 8o under- the sink 
9. behind the desk 
10. in the .bathtub 
11. under a blanket 
12. in a boot or shoe · 
13.. in a ·bag (laundr,:.~~ paper.~~- y:arrt) 
14. beh~~d the bookcase ' 
15. behind the bureau 
16 ~ beh~¢ .. the television 
+1,. in a drawer · ~ 
18. behind the pi-_~~·-
19. in a corner ... 
20. under the stairs 
2~. on the wiridow i111 
22 o behiild the· radiator 
23. behind the :furn~ce 
28. in a·. cabinet 
29. in back of a door 
30 o in the chimney 
31. in the cellar 
~.2. in the attic 
3.'3 P under the house 
l~· under or on the porch $t.. on the roof · l&. under ·the eaves 
37.. . in the g,arage 
J8. under or a.n a car 
39.. in. a ·barn.~~_ . shed or dog_ house 
40._ in a doll~.house 
41. iR a pail.~~ barreljl or tr.aeh'' can 
42. in a pipe 
43. up a tree or telephone pole 
44. in the bushes 
45. in r;;~~i::.hole 
46. on a fence.-. 
47. in the flower g.arden 
_4§. at a neighbors 

















.ELABORATIVE THINKING EXERCISE f/5 
Nancy Carroll was enjoyinKher vacation ab the sea shore ~ even 
thougn she had to take care of her little brother9 Johnny. They spent 
most of their time at the beaeh=-swimming_»- collec~ing shells p. and 
building sand castlel!lo One day: as they were pla,:ing in the sandll 
~ancy: w_s _shovel hit s_omethinK . .so hard that the handle of the shovel 
broke off. She ~ a Jo~ b9th •tarted to dig with their hand• to 
find out what they. hJ.d dil!le .. over.ed. 
I' • ' • 
--- --·--
Mr • .Smith wa• a n&w member on the schoolboard. He wanted te 
aee some changes made. 
What ehanges would you make at school? 
1. barrel 
2. munken boat 
3. bone 
4, larg.e book 
S,o • b9:~tl~ 
- 6 ~ box 
7o brick 
B. can 






.1.. veacnere evrJ.Cli ouu unawre.,~ 
2 o put in bigger Sl'Jil!l 
3. have longer houis 
4. long~r eating periods and recesses 
_ 5. more science courses 
6~ everr__zioom with encyclopedias 
1. eve~ class have a small library 
8. chafe~~ of meals in cafeteria 
9. no homework 
10. see movies every dq 
ll. no arithmetic 
12. ice cream for lurlch 
13., JllOre and better q.Qok• 
14~ bet~er teachers ' 
15. ~es~ vacatiop 
115 
14. g.old or jewels 
15. gun 
16. piece of ·iron or steel 
17. ~og or piece of wood 
18. p~ece of metal 
19. pail 
20. pan 
. 21. p.ipe 
22. r.oek 
2.3. shell 
24. treasure chest 
25. tll.l!'tle 
26. boud 
.l.Oe mare- ptinc~s, papers.~~_ cra~n:m• 
17. f .ire the principal 
18. no teachers at lunch 
19. locker for everyone 
20. better chairs and deska 
21. separate rooms for boy~ and girls 
22. automatic door · 
23. change rooma 
. · . 





~OBATIVE THINKING EXERCISE #7 
h DaTid •- up the val.k, hi• dog_. Sand,: ran te mee' him. 
Sand,-:' • tail waa w:agdng jtyt'Jillt.-. _· Da,vid ,__ hoveve~, was net eo happy. 
He had iu.t , learned that in the new ap~tment in\e whieh the~ were _ 
planning ·t.o m ve next men\h1. the owner had aaid,. liNe dega alleved .• 
What seuld have happened to samr? 
ELABORATIVE THINKING EXERCISE /18 
Pierre was a new boy:. .at.;· the Columbus School. Hia mother and 
.. ,)f.iO:: ·· - - -
father had both died whRrt~iickneal had spread through the little 
_,.., 1. 1t 
Vul-.ge in France,_ where Pierre had lived. Thea hil aunt had ment 
for him to come to America to make his homa with her. He came en a 
giant passenger plane. He felt se lonely. -H~ _ Mieaed his parents, 
p~t.e.a.. . ..&nd. all the fa~iliar scenes of his. hemel~d. N•w he muat 
face these strangers staFing at him, wondering whe he ia, and why 
. -- - ~ - - -
he eannet speak their language. He tried to understand the tall, 
- - - -
friend1~ leoking teacher, but he could not underatand what she waa 
saying. 
What people seuld have helpe4 Pierre to feel at heme in America? 
11 
1. Famil.x. £ound anot.ber apartilent.-or ~· 
2. The new 1and1ord made an exception ill Sand):'a case. 
3. The dog ran zvar; - -
4. The;y sold 5and7 to a pet. shop~ 
S. He waa ~V8D w the dog pound, aniul r~seue ~eague~ ecientia'ts, "Veterinarian., 
a circus, sheep .tar.r, relati'fts; neighbors, bB.nd JUD, police, .ru-...n. 
6. He was given t.o a ··,ffl.end vbere David coiil.d visit. bi.ll. 
7. He was gi V.n to the nev owner o£ their houae. 
B. They built. a pen £or Ida Oll'taide the building. 
9. They sneaked hilt in. - - - -
10. They_ bargained with tbe cnmer o.t the aparblent.. 
ll. They sold hia tor a .tox holllld. 
12. They let. h1:a l.oose in the woods. 
13. The;r. :sent him tp the 1110011. 
1. aunt and un~e 
2. teacher · 
3... neighbors 
4. friends and plaYJDate:s 
5.. classmates 
6. the principal 
7. librarian 
B. policeman 
9. church members 
10. Sunda,._- School teacher 
11. scouts ·. , 
12. stewarde:ss and ~ 
1.1. 'pa_ssenger:s oil the' plane 













ELABORATIVE THINKING EXERCISE 119 
It was Saturday& Janet woke up early and jumped out ef bed. 
She dressed quickly~_ ran down stairs» and ate her breakfasto "G ed=byi 
Moml" she called as !!!he racecd out the doGr. When Janet reached the 
sidewalk, she waa joined by her next door neighbor and together th y 
rushed down the street. 
Where could the girls have been hurxr-ing_ _t.? 
.Er..ABoRATIVE THINKING EXERCISE filO 
On hia way__ .home_ from the j_ung~e, _ John feuncl a babx lion in the 
bush. ·At first he was ver.r frightened, but soen he diseovered that 
she was toe small to de any_ harmo -Carefully_ J<Jhn pieked her up and· 
toek her home. She became a very_ lovable pet~ but she grew se f ast 
that there was net eneugh .room for her iD the neu'-~o John 1s father 
suggested that the;r- .let her loose in the jungle where she belengeao 
Hew many endings to thie story ~an ye.u think o.!? 
....._ 
1/9 
They were hurrying 
1 . to the circusll fair s parade, b"fch ,~~ 
zoo, carnivalll amu~ement park~ 
2. to go swimming 9 !kating9 slidipg pr 
l!lki ing. 
3. to the store. 
-4 ~ to the ball g.ame. 
5. tO the .bus stop. 
6. to a party. 
1~ to at tend' sewing9 knitting~ cooking 9 
.• !J '· danci"ng or art clase. 
ts, td a ' .fire. 
9. to go downtown. 
10~ to grandmothe~'3 houee. 
ll. . eh9pping. 
12 , to 'the l!brar,y. 
13 ~ t o a ciub meeting. 
14. on a picnic. 
l.5 o to ch~.ch. 
-=II; a 
16. l;>aby sitting., 
17o to a flowers doll ll dog s horse~. pet 9 
pu:wet shoit. 
18. to a museum. ·· 
19. to Girl Scouts. 
20. to the Y.M.C.A. or the Y.W.C.A. 
21. to .t~· - airp9rt . 
22. the trai n. station. 
23o to a pet shop . 
2h. 'to mail a letter . 
25. tQ the pl arground. 
26., to ' the -polic- or fire station. 
27. tO play with .friends. 
-28. to visit . reldt:i. ve8. 
29. music ll _pi.ahp ll voice lees.QP~ .-
-'·' .. 
~. ·i::)ne naa been 1n captivitr 8.0 long.. .and had--become so used to humanss that she ~ad 
forg_Q_tten how to hunt. She couldn 1 t get her food.~ so she starved. 
2. They_ let her loose in the j_ungle.~~- but she returned and became a close companion. 
3. S~e rescued the familY- from a wild animal. -
4. She protected the bo~ trom all other animalss so tne~ couldn ' t send her away. 
5. The family:_ :w:as hungey:. and the liion fOJ.Uld food for them. 
6. She had cubs and brought them to the boy_for pets. 
1. The boy buil~ a pen or cage.~ or a fenced in area for her. 
8. She was so tame tqey put her . ·in a circus. 
9. She was capturecl b;y: huntera_and taken to a zoo. 
10. John &isited her in the jungle. 
11. · She was killed jp some __ wa-,.. 
12 . Another bo:;r fouqd her. · 
13. The~ turt;led her loose and · she l;>e~cime queen of the j_ungle. 
14. J?.hn begg_~d his father until he .. sflid John could keep her. 
15~ John g.ave ' her tq a friend. . · . ' 
16.; ·Jolill _ ~<?id . ~er tq a home ·for an~ais; ·· ·· 
17. She was so tame the~ ~sed qer irt motion pictures anft on television. 
18. ·She ran awar• 
l9. · She found a · ma~. 
20. She had cubs so she cbuldn 't leavei ~ 
21. She got hurt,__ returneti·,. ~d · wa~ d.red for·. 
·22. Sh~ · kept returfiing because ehe waiS homseick. 
23~ ·Thet gave her tq a s~ience laboratory~ 

















ELABORATIVE THINKING ZmnciSE Ill. 
Johnn): _!'_Qund a babl'-_akunk. It. mother waa aowhore arounci. 
Perhaps she had been killed on the road at idght. The babl'. Bkunk . 
was too little -to bke care of itaelf~_so Jo~ pie~:kod it up and 
carried it homo • 
!'or a pet? 
ELABORATIVE THINKING EXERC_ISE 1/12 
There was an old» eld house, which people aaid was haunted. 
The shutters were hanging bY-. one hinge~ the ~oor was half open~ 
and the glass in the windows was broken. One daY- a woman went 
inside and people heard her acreeming • 





The skunk would have to be g 





6. caged . 
1. taught how to get along with others. 
8. kind to visitors. 
9o exercised. 
10. trained. 
11. kept outdoors. 
12 . quie t at night. 
13. housebroken. 
14. washed. 
15 . watched. 
16. loved. 
17 . well-behaved. 
18. kept at home. 
SHK 
1. saw a skeleton. 
2. saw a mou5e. 
3. fell through_ a t~ap d~or. 
4. tJ1ought ~he . _ Et~:w..-a ghost. 
5~ saw a dea~ boa~. 
.• • ' • .-,· 'I 
6" s~w ~ ba-,:,. , · I 
1. saw a snak~. 
8. Some~hing ~ell on h~. 
9 .. heard a noise. 
10. Someon~ gral;>Qed her. 
SHE . ' 
- 'l __ 1 
11. saw a cat. 
12~ ~~~ ~ ~p~de~. 1.3 ·. ·~~w ·a kni£~ ~~ 
• "' , ._~,.. - ~--..,-..!Vi'..L••~ I 14~ ~e}.g~j:;~;1:g§ked o~hind her. 
15. s~~,J.'e!l:~~Ugll a hole. 
16~ She fen- oo - st,ajjs. 
,., . . ......... ·.·.: ,.!Bl 
17. --~he ' saw a· 8ha.dow. -:-· 
18. ·She saw blood on the fioor. 
19 • . stU! saw a .face. . 
20~ ~~~ ~~ ~. tJin po-trlted at her. 
21 0 SP,~ W~!J -· l.t}J.'~ed. . -
22. She ~as; ai"r~d of the darkness. 
21 •. s~:~a-.f; tw;~ - · 
24. A.. .br~!! ' f!H_ do1m the cbiJmelr • 




26. was stabbed. 
27. saw a witch. 
28. ·heard a shot. 
29. was bumped into. 
-.1.0. broke her leg. 
)1. stepped on a nail. 
32. tripped. 
33. saw a rat. 
34. heard tbe floor squeak. 
35_. saw a _skunk. 
..36. heard an owl. 
37. heard a la~h. 
.}_8 •. · saw someone running. . 
3~~w· a shield of armo~ .JilOVe. -
4lJ. zscreamed to fool o.thers. 
U. he~ a banging shutter. . 
42. heard a dog bark. . 
41. saw a face at the windbW. 
44. · slipped on a banana peel. 
45.._ saw a wild animal. 
46. saw lightning. 
·. / 
















ELABORATIVE THINKING EXERCISE /113 
One da~ a boy st~~e~ off for school. He didn't see anyone 
else» which was very unusual. When he got there ~ he was very 
surprised. The school had disappeared. 
What do y9~ think happened to the school? 
··- ~ORATIVE THINKING ExERCISE #14 
Suzy _and Bill~ lived near the ocean. Ther liked to take l ong 
walks on the beach~ hunting for treasures washed in by the high waves. 
old rowboat with j~st a little leak • 
What could y_Qu do with an old rowb~at ldth a leak? 
1. He could have been ~reaming. 
2 .,_ A tornado blew it away. 
3o ·A fire burned ito _ 
4. It had been torn down. 
5. The wind blew it away. 
6. Magic made it disappear! 
7. It had been moved. 
8. He took the wrong road . 
9. A hurricane knocked it down. 
1/13 
10~ The 'Boy was lost . , 
ll . The school sank into the rground. 
12 . The snow had covered it. 
13. The . school f_ell down. . _ 
l4o A Witch put a spell on -it. 
lS. ·A giant crushed it with _his feet. 
16~ ·It was bombed. -
17 • . Lightning destroye<f it. 
i8. The fog hid it from view. 
1. Fix it up~_ g,et some cork and patch 
. · up the leak. _ 
2. Find . the owner and get - ~ .reward~ 
3~ Take it home and use it' as firewood. 
4~ Use it to get to an island close by. 
5. Turn' it over and use it for a -
hideout. · 
6. Tip it over and pla~ in _it. 
7. ·Use it for an ice 'boat. ·· 
8. Pretend it is a submarine. and put 
. a periscope through the'.,. ~ole • . 
9. Make :believe you are on · an · oc·~an 
• ' - -- - ·(l ' . -. 
Y9~ag~. . 
lb. Pretend' you are Columbus sighting_ 
iarid. 
11• - Pr(r~nd to-be the Pil_gri.ms '·landing _ 
. ii{ New England. --
12. Make believe an ocean liner has'' 
j_u.st sprung a leak- and is _si~ing. 
13 .• ·_Pretend you hit an iceberg'. 
14. ·Pl.q_" pirates- and use it for a 
pirate ship. 
15. ·Put plants in it and use it for a 
decoration. 
19 • ·Flood waters carried it awa!. 
20. Something was the matter 'with 
his ey_es. 
21. He was bLind. 
22o There was an earthquake. 
21. It exploded and blew up. 
24 . A tidal wave hit ito 
25. Some spacemen took it. 
26 . A twister destroyed ito 
27. It was hidden by trees. 
16. ·Make it into a space ship. 
17. -Use it to make a pair or skis • 
18. Use it to make a dog house. 
19. Make it into a racing car. 
·20. ·Use it tO make a hut.~ 
21. -Make a surf board out of the 
largest ,boards. 
22. Use it to make a smaller boat. 
23. -I1a.ke a motorboat out of it. 
24~ ·Make a houseboat out of it. 
25 • . Hide things in it. 
26 • . Throw it away. , 
27. ·Use 'it for a divin_g_ boaro. 
·28. ·PUt >-it back in the ocean .. 
29. ·Sell it. 
10. ·fish in it • 
31. Float ·it. 
32. ·ijse it for, a fort~ 
33 •. ·Make a desk out of it. -
34 •. -Make it into a lobster pot. 
),5._ :Malee a sandbox--out ot' it. 
:36. Put glass in t,he bottom. 
3.7. -Sink tt • 







~. ~ ~ A ~·• 
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'· -- -... 
Duke was the faithful old dog of the Martin family o When the · ,, 
children were little and Duke was a puppJ':~ .they: had g_reat iun 
together--running .and play:ingo 
- . 
But as the years went by:-$. . Duke got 
-· . --. - - . 
I 
lazy: .. and 1 ess pla,-ful. He now .apei\· ·· most df his time sleeping--in 
. .. ,.,... . . . . .. . 
the middle of. the floor. One Cia,x_ __ w¥n Sus~ tripped over him,~~ she 
- - ·; -· - ·-· - . - - . --
said angr.ily4 ~Duke '.s g.ettirig_ to. _be :~ big b.other. I wish we could 
· ~.t a new d?g•-~ Ho~e:ver,~~ something happenJd tha-t made DUke a hero 
and inade. Sus.ail change her mind. __ 
ELABORATIVE THINKING EXERCISE #16 
Jimmy was visiting his grandmothe~ in _New York. Today was his 
l ast da;y_ to go exploring. When he went into a _ bi g depar tment store 
the toy .shelf caught hi s at~ntion. As he touched the little to;y 
f i re engine ,~~ a big bell began buzzing in the other end of t he s tore . 
People stopped to stare at him and a man with big feet came running 
in his direction. Ji~ dropped the fire engine and started walktPg 
toward the · nearest exit. 
What questions are left unanswered in this sto17? 
11.5 
1. warned people that a fire had started 
2. caught a prowler 
3 • . pulled the taby away from the car 
4. won a prize in a dog contest 
5. saved Susan from drowning 
6. ate some poisonous food--then people didn't eat i t 
7. helped a blind person cross the street 
B. stopped a man from kidnapping Susan . 
9. found a bag qf money when he w~s di~1ng 
10. killed a snake 
11. scared rats awa~ from the house 
2. -Wh~ did. the bell ·ririg? 
3., What happep.ed to Ji.JrUu,J;? - - ····· 
4. -Was the fire engi~~ via:Luable? 
5. -Where was. tbe ·exlt? · ··: 
' 6~ -Did he make the bell .ring? · 
:.1 .~ ·m&. were the people staring at him? 
B. -Did he want the -fire engine? : 
9.o .. ·Was the bell a burgul.ar alarm? 
10. -How old was Ji.Jnm1"? -- · . -
11~ -Was }le going·. to h1V the fire elig_ine? 
12. ·Was the man after .him? 
1~~ ·WW: ~~s. the man _chaM.ng _J~~? 
l4~ ·W~~ ee dreaming? ,,:, Y~:' ·,; -
J ,..:: ,-, 
. t : ~ ~J.: ;:. : .-~ 
-~- ,. ____ --- -- ·- -- --v u--~ga 
16. :Whi was- he walking_ aw;v-? 
17. P-ia he do anything wrong? _ 
18. Dia the man stop him?-
19. Did tne man take JimiDJ" aw~y? 
20. Wby did he touch the e:gg_~eZ 
21. ~ was the man' rtmning? -
22. Did the man catch him? . 
2l~ :.fihi did~he drop the engine? 
. .24~ -~id he break the e~? 
25. -D:i.d the man know b.l;m? 
26. ·Was the map angn? 1 
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..ELABORATIVE THINKING EXERCISE #17 
' . . .. . 
- -- . -- - ,_ -
- -· - --
A spaceman was flying to a planet in his rocket ship. When 
~ landed he climbed out of the spaceship and walked a few hundred 
feet o Suddenly$- he heard a roar! He turned around and saw that his 
spaceship had taken off without himl 
What questions are left unanswered in this stor.y? 
. ELABORATIVE THINKING ExERCISE /118 
Jillllllir.xas spendin~ the summer at his friend Bill;yg s cabin in 
Maineo The two bo~s met an old fisherman in town called Captain Bob 
who taught them how to sail. One da7k» cl~udy day Jimmy and Billy 
decided to ~o fishing. The~ . sail.ed far out into the ocean even though 
Captaion _Bob had warned them manr-_ times to stay close to shore. They 
didn't seem to notice that the water was getting rougher and rougher • 
When they:i~ried to go back they found that they couldn ft s \eer the boat • 
., - - lj " • 
Suddenly$- .a. strong _wind came and blew them father and farther out into 
the ocean! 
What could have happened ~o the boy~? 
THE MAN -
. l o Who was he? -
2o How old was he? 
3o What was his mission? 
4. Where was he from? 
5. What was he wearing? 
6 o- What did he eat? 7; Was anyone with -him? 
~o -Was he rescued? . 
9. -How did he g_et back? 
10. What was his name? · 
llo Whr ~id he go theie? 
12~ -How· long was he ther~? 
13~- what ·happened to him? . 
14. ·What ·did he see? 
15. -Did he live? 
"THE PLlumT 
l· What planet was . it? 
2. Were there any people tfiere? 





_ .3.o The boat drifted to or landed on 
-aii island~ - · · _ 
4. -The~ ,were rescued~ - ·-- --- -
5~ The~ swam to shore/to some rocks/ 
_ to an island. 
- ~o They crashed into -rocks. 
7~ They were picked up by a ship. 
8. They - starved~ 
9. They. _ended up in another p art of the 
. wor~~~~ · 
10. -They_ 'g_ot seasick. 
ll • . Thf31: fell overboard. 
12. The boat crashed. 
13~ - The.Y- were eaten _by fi$ho 
1.4~ ~rates .tound them. · 
15. -Th~:f dr:irted ~ 
16 • . The storm ~aa · over soon -and they 
~t t(;) shore. 
Uo what was it like there? 
5. How far awq was · it? 
6. What was the temperature there? 
7. Was there anough air and water . 
· there? 
THE SPACE SHIP --
1. Was anyone inside of it? 
2. Who took it? -
3. Wh:f' did it take off? 
u. How did- it take offZ 
5 .. What happened to it't 
6. -What · was the roar? 
7. wheTe did i.t go? . 
a. was ·.the engine on? 
9·. How fast could it .go? 
!B. Tliey met an ocean liiier;. 
19. They landed near a lighthouse. 
20. The wind blew them to shore. 
21. They were shipwrecked-. 
22. -They hit a reef. 
-2'). _ They just disappeared. 
24. A tidal . wave swept them up. 
25. They got caught in a whirl= 
. pool • 
26. Their boat got a leak. 
21. -Someone on shore saw them in 
•distress. 







I . .., 












·ELABORATIVE THINKING EXERCISE #19 
18 I wish people coul~ s~denly be changed into something different ~ <n 
complained Dick. n-rvm tired of being a boy .• Vi 
His father ~as certainly surprised to hear t hese words o 
Dick~" he remark~cl .~~ "WhaVs t he matter? Wh~t would you like to beJW 
"Pd like to be the. wind!" Dick answered excitedly. 111 IT I were 
the wind.~~ . what f~ I wo~d h~~ei" 
What are soi!le thQtJ.gh'J;,~ tha~ ,~Oa~e .- come into Dick 's mind? 
- - --- -- ---------------------------
- =- ___ : __ ... .:.:_- ' _. --- '. · ·:: "_:..:· ·- ... - -- ---·- ·.- . -
Mike.~~ the dog trainer at the circus was having the dogs practice 
j~~~_ through hoops. The horse trainer was teaching his p~nies to 
follow each other around the circus ring. A short distance awax a 
little lad~~_ dressed in pink tights ~ slid down the trunk of the clumsy 
elephant. 
"M,_-~ _those animals certainl~are smart!·" observed one man as he 
watched the training_ session. 
Can xou think of other thing~ which might show the- intelligence 
or· animal..s? 
Thoughts such as 
Blowing 
lo plants 9 trees~ bushes housesy 
fences 9 posts 9 poles ~ chimn~s$ 
antennas down 
2. people along 
3. kites or gliders 
u. sand~ dirt 51 dust 51 or grase 
5. leaves along the ground or o£! 
the treee 
6. water 51 making w.RTeB 




11~ boats or ships 
12. sn91}, rain, sleet 
13. •. clot.,Pee : 
14. bi.rda or ,P.lanes 
15. ieaYes · aliq 
. ; "· 
v~.!:'~6 ...,~V\.lE;-11 . ..L..L.allll.llg JIOOpB 
2. rollerskating 
3 • . tight-rope walking 
4. begging (for food) 
. 5. ridim.g biCY-.Cl~l!l 
, 6 o ;tea~:iing bli.md peopl e 
·1. dan~?-ng 
B. doing e rrand!! 
9. . balancing balls on noses 
lOo getting newspapers 
11. ~rackim.g down people 
12 . shaking_ hands 
13. helping herd sheep 
14. standing on hind l egs 
15 . r~~~~g · 
16 . COUnting 
17. serv:i_ng.. .as watch dogs 
l Bo riding _9B each otherws backs 
19. · ~ging_oD a tra~eze 
20.;. ciimbing_ a ladder 
?1. j_umping_ .~:ope 
22. at&llding o)a atoola 
23. marcai.llg in a circle· 
16. hair 
1.7. a s to:rm away 
18. boxea,~ ash-can• ~ barrels 
19 . putting out fires 
20. blowb.g out candles or matchea 
21. being a aurricane or tornado 
22. trmveling anywhere~ anytime 
ZJ. ruat1.i.Jlg papers 
Zh. mald •e •torms 
2:51. p:uahii&'cara.i' train• .~~- buaes 
26. makii lfift: !l.ow.ra awq 
'27.. 1'reedllg. tladq• 
2$. ~the air-co1.d 
2!). makiq a c:oo1 Heeze 
~- 1lh:i.atJ..iDg ~11 tire trees 
~4o ~>. - trained as a.rm;r __ doga 
25 • pulli:ag_ eleda in the SlllOW 
26o goillg_ into space 
27. zserTiBg aa police dogs-
28. jumpin~ high poles or fence• 
29 . saving people from drowning 
30o rollimg over 
31 . hunting 
32 . Jumping off or onto chairs 
33._ ly:ing or sitting. on connnand 
34.. catchillg pennies 
35 . standing Oil head 
36 . pulling carts or plowa 
37 . working out oa trampolines 
1~8. obe~~g when spoken to 52 . r.olll.ng barrel 
4o. see saWing 
41. ~elpiag firemen 
42. defending themsel ve11 
L.3. giving out peanuts 












Toriun.r_ .was visi ~ing the famous museumo The guide had just : 
showed them some rare coins. To~ locke~ at the coins through 
the hea~ ~et window. -Later in the d~y -!o~ felt. something 
hea'V):_j.n his right-hand p~cket. He cJ,eaned out his pocKet and 
found rare coin~. 
How did the coin~ ~et in Tommy's pocke~? 
ELABORATIVE THINKING EXERciSE 1/22 
. . . ~ . 
----- ----::· ____ ::..: ___ _ ____ -;--~_ .- --- ... . - - ... 
One nigh~during a hurricane John and his mother were alone 
in the house. Suddenly they heard something .fall on 'the ·roof and 
the house became dark. He and his mother couldn •t investigate 
- .. -
until John's father came home. They waited and waited but he didn9t 
come. 
Why_ didn't John' e father come liorr1e? 
#21 
1. -The guide put them there by mistake. 
2. A robber put them there for sate keeping. 
). -TolTIIl\Y pi9ked _them up without knowing ito 
4. A friend bought them for himo 
5. The owner gave them to him ae a gift. 
6. They were from his own collection. 
·~· \ :: .. 
1. Father put them there for beimg a good boro 
8. A magician put them there. 
9. He had a magnet in his pocket. 
10. He was hypnotized into doing· it . 
11. He bought aome that were exactl~ like them. 
He 
1. had to work late. 
2. was in an accident. 
J. lost his keys. 
4. was taken to the hoepi tal. 
. 5. to,ok the wrong_ road. 
6. went over a cliff. 
7. wa8 lost. 
B. cr~ehed into something. 
9. rell down and broke- his leg. 
(i22 
10. decided to wait URtil the weather 
cleared. 
11 . had to stay at a hotel ove.rnight. 
12. had fallen in a hole. 
13. stopped to help people in troUble. 
14; hit a tree. 
15. had.-to walk aome. 
16. waS, ' -t;.rapped in the car. ,·.· 
17. had to make a detour. 
18. 99Uldn' t- find his car. .. .. . 
19. stopped at a i'riend's house. 
20. A"tree fell on hie car. 
21. The bridie was washed out. 
42. Hi!s lights 
22. Some live wires fell acroas the 
, road. 
23iJLightning struck his car. 
24.i:_ A· .tree blocked the road. 
.25.. The car wouldn't start • 
26. The road was flooded . 
27 o It was too darK to se•. 
28. Someone stol e hie car. 
29. The dam bur t . 
30. It was too foggy. 
31. The place where he worked was 
011 .f'd.re. 
32. The road was closed. 
n. __ .Hil!l car ran out of gaa. 
~"' His car had a flat tire. 
JS_. __ .Hi21 car was stuck in the mud. 
}.6 .... Hia car was stalled • 
. Yl ~ His c_ar tipped over. 
'3B. Hie car broke doli.. 
39. -Hi• . car was flood·~ 
40. His car went o!! ~l,l;i-road. 
41. His car caught o._: t!l..re. 
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ELABO'RATIVE THINKING EXERCISE #23 
. . ... ~ : 
- -H - - •H -
Dan and Jim were scientists. They had been working on a new 
experiment for several weeks. Finally the solution was ready and 
Jim drank the potion down. Before Dants eyes Jim was getting smaller 
and smaller. Soon there was a small "pop~'~ and Jim disappeared from 
view. 
What questions are left unanswered? 
ELABORATIVE THINKING EXERCISE-#24 
The Bensons were traveliRg_ 'bY- covered wag_ono Fathers. mothers 
and three children9 SaJ.lY-9 .• Marthas and Roger were going to cross 
our gr eat countl';l.OJ.. .f'ind. a g_ood place to settle and build a home 
for themselves. 
If. ~u w~re traveling out West with your t 'amily this year 9- why 
'.lfOuld it be Bll easiter trip than the one the Bensons took? 
1. What vaa ia the potioa? 
2. Did JiA ner co.e back?-
3 o Wherttl di~ Jia go? 
-4. What happeaed to.Daa? 
5. Were J;ili's clothes stil1 there? 
6 .. How much-did Jia driDk? 
7 G How o].d were the scientists? 
8. Were thq l>rother8? 
#23 
9. Wbere and wheu iHd ·i. t take pl ace? 
10., Why_ didn't Dan 1dr:ink ±t? 
11 . Did Dan g.et ·a •~g gl.ass to see i.f ~ could find Ja? 
12 .. Could Daa aak~ somethi.ng to ha..-e Jim reappear? 
13_G How East did ~~? 
llt~ What did he· ~e? . 
15.. -Was i:t useful.? 
16. How did ~ deCide 11ho vaa to driDk it? 
17. How did it taste? 
18. Did Daa call ror -Jielp? 
19. Did .Ju die? . 
\ 
.1. tra.Ye1 could be done ill cars, plan.e.s_, tra.ina.i- or. bu•ttis 
2. get there easier aad safer 
Jq stop at restaurots, motels, gas etations 
_ 4. ride on smooth roads and turapikes 
5G w•h clC?thes at laUlldromat 
,, 9. cross btidges and take short cuts 
7. see T.V-.. in motels 
8. would ndt meot Indian:s or wild animals or bandi te 
9. haTe a tadio in . the car ···" 
10 • . aaTe a:it condi tiomi.Jlg in the ·- car 
11 . wquldn 1 t ruiie to carey: Turirlture 
12. wouldn ~ t have a water shortage 
13. pase through .citiu a.Jld tone 
14. wouldn 1 t haTe to .feed the horees 
15. woUld meet much tra.ffic 
: ~ .~. -· -~ . ; . ~ .. 
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AJ.1 morning on Thanksgiving da;r John had been watching the great 
bowl of nuts his mother had put out for the company to eat. John 
loved nuts~ but his ~other had said he couldn't have any until l ater 
when ev~r.rone had come and dinner was over. Finall~ the moment arrived 
when his mother said~ "O.K. j. nowi'' He sat down in front o:f the bowl ., 
but he onl~ ate one nut. 
Wh7 did he onl.x- ea.t . one nut? 
Joe took his pet ~tt~n wi~~ ~ wh~n- ~~- went to visit h~s 
When it was time tm_· go ho __ me. ~an~!at~er turn~~ to grandfather. 
the cat and said~ " Now that_ y~u sve ~o~d the wayj. come agai.no 119 
And the cat s~id~ 11.Pll be delighted tol'• 
What would happen if' sudde~· pet~, .couilid talk? 
\ l.. There wae only one left. 
" 2. He didn't like the taete 
}o_. He w.~s :full. · · 
4. The one he ate was rotten. 
s. He .W~I!I afraid of getting too fat. 
6o He wanted to share them with the 
l!lq~irrels; 
1· Hie· mother made him -stop -after oneo 
8. His 'triends called him out to play. 
9 • They: made his moutll hurt. ·-
10. Re didn't want to be selfisn. 
11~ He wanted to save some ror hie 
. s:i,ster. 
l2 o He was tired. 
13.. He . chan~d his mind. 
14. He broke a tooth. 
Th~ _could:-
1. tell us when theY._ are ·hUA~r,y 
2. do errands for us 
1• go to school 
4. help us wi til homework 
5. ~arn us when daager is near 
6 ~ pl~): 'game e 
·· 7. teil time 
B.- watch To ·v. 
/1_26 
9 ~ ~'ell , when thel: want to go in or out 
10. ask, for directions 
11. teil us when theY- are sick 
12~ teli scientists information from 
, . ~9ckfj,:~ 
11~ }e+t.- ~tories 
14 ; )lave !U». with us 
15. s~are people 
16. t~ttle-tale om people 
17. tel~ when someone is in trouble 
18. help inTent thiJlgl!S 
19. wake us up on t _  
20. wara us o! fire 
2~. help the police 
15. He didJl 1 t haTe a ·-aut cracker. 
Io. TAey were juet shell8. 
17. The bowl b~oke and the .nuta 
. fell on the floor. 
18o H dida 't like that. kindo 
19. He couldn' t bre~ the shell. 
20. He had just brushed his teeth. 
21 o Ire wanted to be polite. 
22. They were atale . 
23. ~hey were artificial . 
24. ae was afraid of getting sick. 
25 .._ Jie _had a s.tomach ac.b.e o 
22. aaswer our questi.oaa 
23. use the tape recorder 
24. lear• f'oreign languages 
25. be spiee 
26. be wi tn.esses in trials 
27. wo~k for the F. B. I. 
28. help the dog catcher 
29. give commercials on T. Vo 
10. be. on radio 
31_. sing 
32 •- he_lp Ul!S earn money 
33 •--- tease. pe.ople 
~~ help find hidden treas~e ~-·· 35. tell us the weather · 
36. \ake meseagee 
}7_._ tel,l secrets 






_ 38. coach games 
}9_. make 8peeche I!J 




41 •. learn b.ov to epell 
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.ELABORATIVE TH!NKING EXERciSE #27 
John wasn't satisfied with the wa~ we peopld look. He wished 
he had another e7e ~ the back qf his head so that he wouldn't haTe 
to turn around to see. 
How would x_ou like to haTe human being_s chang_ed and wh7? 




"-. - .- -. ... __ _ , ..,:_, ---- -
Jo~.~ad tile bfitaa awd te ~ nmd-..1 1110 tha.'t the 111111 
·- - -
•I'• put.ti.Jrc.~ _steak QD te. ramrar ~- l:t 1iill. be ~ u 
twen"t7 seconds..,. ~. ~ to cllD~merl• 
1. extra hod to hold stri:ag_ 1lll8a ~tie budl.ea 
2. two heads to thi.llk better 
3. wheels i.lastead oC legs 
4. hair that sta;x:s tbe BalE_ so ~u don't. ba:re to g_et it cut 
5. teeth that doa 1~d~ 
6. stomach right !or ~ kiad or ~ood 
7. brai.Jl that has answer to eTer,JtbiJag 
8. nexible BiZe--eTeBl D~Bib1e 80 that JJ)U cou:tda't be seeB 
9. body that resists· aD7 :il.lJless so tha:t.~-3'0U caa al:wa;ys g,o out to play 
lOo x""ray ey_es so tba.t ~~ e211. see througb_ bUJidl.es 
11. wings inBtead of' arms 
12. extra stomach to store ·f'ood .. _ 
.... -13_. _extra no_se to smell tbiJigs 1dJeJl ~ ba-te a co1d 
14. insula ted skU. to be c:01d :ill 80JIIEr aad warm. iD viater 
15. tea fingers oa each bad 110 t.bat. )1m CCIIJ- p1~Q:. the_ .p~o better 
16. weblted teet so that~ caa niD better · 
17. bUilt in compass to _._ lilbere ~ .are ~t al1.'7t:i•us 
18. telescopic e.):_~ a to· be ab1e to see BIEllt;r tbiJI&e 
1. pills for meals -
2. !loating_ _!_urniture 
3._ .floatilli. cars --
4. autos that need no ~as 
S_o __ ho_use.s that CB.ll be transported 
6. robots 
7o inTisible people 
8. fly_ing_ hats 
9o pushbuttons for doing housework -
10. a car that travels !aster than a jet 
11. automatic pencils 
12. automatic moner machifte 
13 •.. school airplanes like school buse8 

















As Bob\rr Greea ran dolm the stairs for breakfast he could hear his 
famil;r w)lispe:riJJ&.. 'When he entered the ~itchem everyone bee~• !err 
quiet. Them Jane.~~- his li'ttle sister$- began to giggle. No one explained 
the joke to Bobl>J". He .felt very hurt that he wasn ut in on the family 
secret~ but he· said nothing~ BobbT hurried through bre~ast and ran 
off to school. • 
11Do .;rou: tbiDk he heard us talking?" asked Jane. 
0I hope not.lll" said her mother. "We wouldn't want BobbT to 
discover the SlD"pri.se we have in store for him a week before his 
birthda,-i," 
. ELABORATIVE THINKING EXERCISE /1_30 
Jod,: .Baker was very excited o Today he was starting on a trip 
that would take him to l:iis new home. His fathel' had bo-qi!;ht a mi:&e 
in Silver Cit;r~Nevada~ and had left a few months before. Mrs. Baker 
had gone with him to get settled before sending Jor Jody. Living 
with hi!!! aunt- had been nice but. moVing We.st in 1"870 would be a 
wonderful adve~ture. How excit,in~ his life would be! 
W'h,:. lfOuld it be fun to be a boy in the We:st in 1870? 




3 • . JllOmey 
ij.4.. bo;r sc,out uniform 
~ 5 ~ 'bike,. 
~-p ~ ijpf~e: ~r_ POI\Y 
7~ drum · . 
·  8~ train1 t 
' 9..; chtj~stey: _ set 
io~ c!&thes ii. si~ct . 
r--· ,: t&oi{ l!{ · 1~~ ~A£;-''b~l,__ gl_oTe 
, ~~ . ;;. nl;v· .~ ,.. . . 
.Ll4_• J.. . • 
lS~ p~rt~b1e radio 
16~ pho~9graph 
r~: ~t!;:_;; 
i9; ~i~hpag rod 
20~~e 
' ;, ~ ... J.'• • ' • 2t• s~~ge boad 
A bot could: 
lo ride or own a horse 
2. shoot or own a gU. 
3. meet or .see indians 
4. ~e~ - ~~gtus plants~ waggn traiRs~ 
_ . de-seJ\ts ~ forts,. sta,g__e coache.s 
. ·at t~ading_ p__osts . 
see or . 'know ' cowb~ or. be " one. ' 
see marty:_ anl.mals f(buf!alo-?' bear~ 
, ~OlT~S~ corote~~ rattlesBakes) 
go to or ride in ,a _rodeo · 
traTel in a cove~ed w~on with a 
· 











herd ~-~ttle with co~o;re 
rope or round up 1wild horses or steer 
ride the stage_ cpach 
wear boots and coW.bo~'s clothes 
hunt or shoot buffalo - - · 
sea~ch for g_old or silTer 
camp_ .o;t_lt"Poors 
hunt arid f'i.sh . , 
liTe iii a log___ca~ 
' . 
Trips and Vli.si t8: 
2·z. f.o Europe -
·a ;to a ·teleTisioa studio 
24.. to \he mo"f"ies . 
~5. t9 some part of the u. s. 
26. a,· ride ia an airplmi.e 
27. a picaic . 
28. to Dis_lleyl~d 
29,. hU.\ing 
30. !isll~ 
31. to see re1atiTes 
3.2. to a historical plaqe 
.34-•- to_ a farm 
i. · . . . ,, 
18. &~tead pioneer scaool 
19. ride and traiR wild horsee 
20. ~ee or go iato salooas 
21. cook over~- or eat by a.Jl opea 
!ire 
22. help men miRe 
21 •. balp__ brand c_atUe 
24. see the prairie and prairie 
aitimals 
25. laara the language or smoke 
signals of the Indians 
26. make friends with India.ne 
27. heip the sheri!.! 
28. see or be a member o.f the 
"· Pon;y::_lxpress 
29_. se_e some famous law maa 
3_0. uae a bow and arrow 
31. ride into the desert 
3.2 .• play in abandoaed mille• 
33. explore caTes~ prairies 
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